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With many sad forebodings as to the success

we

editors send forth our first annual

While we admit that, as a
and shunned, yet we beg-,

of this volume,
from Winthrop.

rule, Tatlers are to

be contemned
Public— even though it be for
*/-h
sweet charity's sake alone, and though our efforts
may not de
that you will treat this young Tatler kindly,
pardon all its faults, and help us bv your
encouragement
tottering steps toward a long and happy life in
the years to come.
|

serve

it

to set its

-J
CO LLEGE AND DORMITORY.

\\

tDtntfyrop

normal ano

3rtoustrtaI dollcgc.

On the opposite page you will see our home— for Winthrop is a home indeed to every girl who has the o-ood
fortune to be here.
We are still young, and our history is so well known that it may seem unnecessary to tell it here but we can
never lose an opportunity of putting on record our gratitude to the State for the excellent manner in
which she has
provided for the education of her daughters.
We have already mentioned— in the sketch of the life of our president— the establishment, in 1886, of the Winthrop School for Teachers. In the same year, at a meeting of the State Agricultural Society, Senator
B. R. Tillman
offered a resolution advocating the normal and industrial education of women and four years
later, on his election
to the office of governor, he recommended, in his inaugural address, the appointment
of a commission 'to report on the
practicability of the establishment by the State of a college devoted to such instruction. On the
report of this committee, composed of Mr. D. B. Johnson, Miss Mary L. Yeargin, and Miss Hannah Hemphill, an act
creating " The Winthrop Normal and Industrial College " was passed December, 1891, by the General Assembly of South Carolina.
As
is indicated by the name, the Winthrop Training School was accepted as the
nucleus of the State institution.
;

;

It is

simply impossible,

in the space

allowed

give you any just conception of what the State has done for
picture on the opposite page shows the main building, which is
devoted entirely to academic work, the dormitory, and the infirmary all connected by covered passage-ways.
Each
building is heated by steam and lighted by electricity.
Three principal courses of study are offered: Normal Course with Industrial Studies, Scientific Course with
Industrial Studies, and Literary Course with Industrial Studies. Any student who is graduated from either
of these
courses receives the degree of A. B. and a diploma, which, for those completing the Normal Course, is a
life license to

us— you must come

to see us to find out that.

us, to

The

;

teach in the public schools of the State.

A number

of scholarships are offered, each

county being allowed as

many

as

it

has

members

in the

House

of

Representatives.

The cost of attending is small— as small as it is possible to make it while securing the best service in all the
departments. It seems to be the object of the authorities to make Winthrop " good enough for the richest and cheap
enough for the poorest."

PRESIDENT JOHNSON.

DAVID BANCROFT JOHNSON.
In

making our

first

bow

to the public,

crated to the higher education of the

to tell the story of our

honored President's life— a

life

conse-

of the South.

La Grange, West Tennessee, January 10, 1856, and was, while very young, bereft of the care
father himself president of a college for women.
Depending chiefly on his own efforts for support, Mr. Johnson accomplished successfully the classical course

He was born

his

women

we wish

at

of

—

the University of Tennessee, being graduated with the highest honors of his class

and the rank

in

of senior captain of

the corps of cadets.
On quitting the University he began his life-work as educato", bringing to it a devotion that has known no
From the Knoxville High School, of which he was Assistant Principal, he was called to his
shadow of turning.
alma mater to become the Assistant Professor of Mathematics.
After a
It was fortunate for South Carolina when, in 1880, he took charge of the Abbeville Graded School.
short absence from the State, spent in the successful establishment of a graded school at Newberne, N. C, he was
asked, in recognition of his distinguished work as an organizer and manager, to take control of the schools of
Here his success was signal
Columbia, S. C, this city having just determined to adopt the graded school system.

from some of the most intelligent and influential citizens of the capital.
Feeling
in its completion stands as a fitting tribute to his energy and ability.
work
which
began
a
In 1886 he
legislature,
the
the
State
fund
and
of
the
Peabody
the
aid
through
organized,
he
the need for trained helpers,
the
plans
for
consider
him
to
institution
led
this
success
of
Winthrop Training School for Teachers. The great
of
the
friends
of
many
generous
help
through
the
extension of its usefulness— an object the more easily accomplished
and
Industrial
College
and
movement. As a result, the Winthrop Training School grew into the Winthrop Normal
the creator of the smaller became the President of the larger institution.
All honor to our President the first man in South Carolina to secure an appropriation from the legislature for

that, too, in the face of opposition

;

—

the higher education of

J

women.
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SENIORS OF TODAY.

ladders tall,
Clear to the wall,
This maid has climbed to fame
S'he can outrun
Each mother's son,
For "Fleet" you see's her name.
!

Oh, happy maid,

To

Be not afraid
dwell the men among;

Though you outlast
The ocean vast,
You always will be "Young.

This maiden

Behold this mild

Up

gentle child
There, little girl, don't cry

You must not weep

!

She'd never see
Poor you and me,
So high she holds her head

!

Now

go to sleep;
Hush-a-bye, baby bye.

This maiden would
(She is so good)
Have kept us all surprised,
But it is said
When she is dead
She will be canonized.

Like evening skies
Her deep brown eyes
Are full of sweet content;

And

On

free

from

tall

Sweeps through the hall
With slow and stately tread;

And

guile

Her sunny smile
tearful Sub-Fresh bent.

\

SENIORS OF TODAY.

Like summer breeze
O'er polished keys
Her slender fingers moved;
But like the view,

Her music too,
By distance is improved.

You can't alarm
This maid so calm,
For if ghostly phantom j'rim
With ghastly grin
Should enter in
She'd simply smile at him.

She

is

so

meek

Poor "Jeemes" doth seek
In vain to

hear her voice;

she would shout
Her answers out
If

'Twould make

his heart rejoice.

We wonder why
She

so shy
teachers are around;
While any day,
With classmates gay,
merrier maid is found.
is

Of

this

maiden rare

Oh

be-ware,
She'll shut you in a box
That'll hold you tight
Down to the right,
She is so orthodox"

A maiden fair,
With golden hair,

When

Her name

No

Alas alas
In 'gogics class
She never pays attention.
!

I

will

not mention;

.
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=
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HISTORY OF THE CLASS OF
On

the 15th of October, 1895, the doors of

'98.

Winthrop were thrown wide open

to receive the fair

South Carolina.

.

daughters of
..

,

11
Some of these who still brighten the halls are
Fifty enthusiastic girls were enrolled in the Sophomore class.
Out of this large number only five have been
pursuing special studies! others have chosen their field of labor.
fortunate enough to be a part of the class of '98.
inseparable group in the various parts of the building.
It is not an unusual spectacle to see this almost
classmates, but to recall some of the
However, it is not my purpose to dwell upon the characteristics of my
happy events which we have enjoyed together during our college life.
In the month of
one.
The first year at Winthrop will ever be held by this class as a peculiarly pleasant
not fully express it, for who would
November we had a delightful trip to Atlanta. To say we enjoyed the visit would
President, and the sight of all our brothers and
not have been overwhelmed with the pleasures provided by our wise

cousins from the different colleges of the State.
forget their experiences, nor can
The first of April was a memorable day. The members of the faculty can never
forget the forlorn appearance
could
Who
girls.
of the
the dejected expressions of their faces ever fade from the memory
But, girls,
1U st deserted.
had
who
dreamily looking out of his window, his door roped by the Seniors,
of Dr
upon
transom
the
through
water
when we attacked another professor. Oh how he did pour the
_

we had to gi've up
some who thought they would escape

!

problem in Math, just one day.
Carolina.
term by a day in the balmy air of the lofty mountains of North
spring
We were refreshed during our
about
and
stopped
when the tram
The mountaineers, although expecting a body of girls, were greatly astonished
four hundred girls in blue were let down in their midst.
parts of the State. Rock Mill
The first commencement was attended by a large concourse of people from all
her quiet suburb was m a bustle and stir for
put on her holiday attire, and, with the jingling of the street car bells,

to

"VhTopening of
feel at home in our

a

the second session brought to our ranks

_

man}

recruits,

who were

class.

heartily welcomed,

and made
,

.

apron and note book, he
should happen to see a Junior ascending the stairs with checked
her way to the laborawinding
she is
would most probably think she belonged to the cookery department. But no,
we saw no immediate
first
At
implicit directions.
tory to make chemical experiments. Never shall we forget those
lives
in experimenting
longer risk our
danger in such simple tests, but we were soon convinced that we could no
alone, so had to leave that to our wise teacher.
If a casual visitor

\

The most

interesting feature of the year was the " Star Course," a series of entertainments.
They were looked
when we were permitted to receive our friends.
One delightful night, a few weeks before the close of school, if you had peeped in you might have
seen an
interesting crowd of about seventy-five young ladies.
such an assembly? The Juniors were receiving the
Seniors, Post-Graduates and our President in honor of the Seniors.
had looked forward with pleasure to this
happy event for several weeks, for we felt highly honored to have with us such distinguished
guests.
When the bell announced to the students that the third year of Winthrop was about to open there were
thirteen Seniors found in their allotted places.
Before the first term had ended we were saddened by the departure
of one from our small number on account of sickness.
Can you realize, my dear classmates, the swiftness with which this year has passed ? It seems
only yesterday
that it was announced we should go to Astronomy "Thursday morning at
nine-forty-five."
How we enjoyed those
recitations, especially when Prof. B. showed us plates illustrating the different
heavenlv bodies. Every one felt, when
she finished the course, that she was a mere speck in this great universe. Still
we gained much in the knowledge of
the order and system of God's works.

forward

to

with great pleasure, especially

Why

We

We
we wish

appreciate the honor bestowed upon us by the Junior class in the delightful reception
given to us.
may be realized in their Senior year.

that their brightest anticipations

And

«
CLASS PROPHECY,

of the year, in

o"^^

whicn they were

to decide the fate ot tne

n

1898.

memoe

T^asTy n^/esS

free from the ca.es
merman,
bered, were enjoying the long-lookeci-toi
determined
work of the last three months, and had

i

>

to renaa

out^^^^

^^^^^
WeCk

n

a"

to be

^°^£ ^ ^^he
.

in

rememhard
and
/out tiy the strain
findinff the heat oppressive and
coof breeze. The stars were

remaining nights ones
b

t

^^^S^S
^™ ^^

do not know, bu, was Anally ajonsed
about to call
watchman I looked do
.^
below. Thinking it to be the night
shor
.
*e»g
at
the matte.:- when, imagine my
| long be ard
y
f th brightest ^let *
mantle
a
with
robe,
flowing
black
a long,
His
s
his hoary lock were
hand he held
added to his venerable appearance, and
shrivelled
very interndjrup at th e heav,
gazing
were
stars,
the
as
brightly
twinkled as
noticed that he turned
a curious looking little book and I
Always afterwriting he made
paper This he repeated imeane
down a few lines on a scrap of dingy, yellow
frequently a chuckle, and
his hands
some significant gesture, such as crossing
what he could be
aroused me. My^curios , was ery nruc
then again that deep sigh which had^first
^
the stars, tor eacn lew
^
writing-evidently something depending upon
soon the bell for lights.out worn
g^
It was now growing late, and
ful gaze at the heavens.
so hirmsel
mutt
er
him
heard
I
Finally,
doing
my mind to see the last of him.
8 whe n,
h 'm wka
I was ah_out to as
^
place it inside his robe
carefully
and
paper,
yellow
of
scrap
and wMlout
g
thought had aUento
of going into his pocked aah
instead
paper,
the
that
saw
I
joy,
with
Impatiently
his way to the gate.
it, he slowly wended
I carried it to my
llttte piece ot p p
steps and caught up that ™nderfu 1
the
down
quickly
ran
then
tance, and
began to decipher the cur
„
room, and bolting the door, immediately
P
future ot tfle uass 01 Q»,
The
page
the
of
top
the
at
read
I
when
feelings
-

How ion,

I

remained thus

I

™P™e

™?^was

-

,

^

^^

fj^.

^

££"^ffi£™

^^^^^^^^

^
^
^^

^

£^^%% ^

,

,

l^'^l^l^^t^itpet.

restrain

my

:

™*£f

'

Jjxmv

^

The name I could not make out, and so eager was I to ascertain what the old man had learned about us, that
quite ignorant of his name, and since, much to my chagrin, I have lost the paper.

I

was

The first name was Maggie Anderson. I read " Great lover of sciences, Mineralogy and Geology especiallydestined to marry some great scientist, who, though not very attractive in features, will be loved devotedly
by her in
order that she may sometimes be allowed to look upon those specimens which won her heart while a
student at
:

Winthrop."

Much elated over the treasure I had found, I read the next words. These were about Ethel Cooper, and I was
delighted (though not surprised) to learn that she will become one of the most famous artists of the
twentieth cen
tury.
She will teach one year of her required time in the Public Schools of South Carolina, and take the money thus
acquired and continue her art studies in Paris under the celebrated Bouguereau.
Her first paintings, it seems
from the old man's disconnected words, are to be exhibited at the Paris Exposition in 1900, and will excite much
admiration and cause much comment about our " modest little American."
The next is also to leave her native country and cast her lot with strangers. Agnes Corbett, one of our best
and most conscientious girls, will be a missionary. If the old man predicted truly, we shall probably hear of her
in
after years, through the Foreign Mission Journal, as patiently toiling among the poor benighted
women of China
Her life is to be one of happy usefulness many burdens, it is true, it will be her lot to bear, many trials to meet but
these will be transient— soon forgotten in the joy of reaping the abundant harvest which will crown her
efforts.
The writing about Margaret Douglas was dim, and it was difficult to read what the stars had reveals =K 0U t
her.
But I made out enough of the words to find out that she is to be honored in years to come by the high-soundi^
title of " Doctor."
Who knows but that if any of us is so fortunate as to attend a Commencement at this*College ten
years hence, she may find in the Infirmary a door labelled
" Office No. 2.
Dr. M. M. Douglas. Office hours from
a.
m.
to
m."
She
is
to
be
Dr.
Miller's
4:45
p.
assistant—
not
9
that we anticipate so much illness at Winthrop, but
probably to help keep the Seniors from stealing over there with their books to " cram for examination."
Margaret
will have passed this stage then, and so strict and severe will she be in expelling the
poor girls from that "
;

;
'

:

haven

of

one would never suspect that she was ever a Senior.
By the time I had deciphered so much of the old man's hieroglyphics, the last bell had rung. My room-mate
had rattled the door in vain, and, as a last resort, had crept in at the window. The teacher on duty had
called " lights
out !" several times, but I still eagerly bent over that insignificant looking little paper. The
next was about Minnie
Brock. When I saw her name my mind went back to that bright October morning when the
Senior Class had gathered
in the laboratory for the purpose of studying our first minerals, and, in spite of Miss
Woodrow's injunction to concentrate our "undivided attention" on that one subject, we were conversing rather freely
on the frivolous topics most
likely to occupy a school-girl's mind.
How very distinctly do I remember hearing Minnie's sweet, calm voice making
answer to a teasing remark from one of the other members
" Why yes, Kate, I do intend
marrying some day, but,
of course, I do not know when nor whom yet !"
And as I had her future in a nutshell, as it were, I wondered' if it
rest " that

:

I could
" The Spirit of love and beauty rules."
I rend
her words spoken on that morning. This is what
,n the
realized
fully
be
would
intentions
I saw dearly now that Minnie's
rranslate no more, but "his was enough.

would
neai

:

fulfil

contribute her poetical gems to the leading papers,
Poet Mary Martin, I found will for a short time
A brilliant future lies before her. which
a paper of her own.
but later her snhere will broaden and she will edit
And we will take the liberty of addmg. for the encouragement
only the climax of her former successful attempts.
gave them space in her valuable
will take any and all contributions, and
01 young aspirants, that she has said she
'

'

OurQass

paper in remembrance of her early struggles.

Q>,- after
„ ort + Q *,«, -She
ftp r
future with great eagerness and expectancy
was mueh interested in Pawnee Jones, and read her
will become
and researches relating to the language of monkeys,
readino- a great deal of Dr. Garner and his studies
doubt, will
no
These
dialects.
«
simian
life in translating the
one of his mos ardent disciples, and will spend her
*'
perhaps throw much light on
certain questions of naturalhistory, and
missing link
they will perhaps give some clue to the
all,
than
But, better
7

fl

I

°^^%*^£*

br^/^on

customs of our prehistoric ancestors.
„
which has caused so much trouble to the scholars of evolution.
d seven
make out about her was a mixture off aw and
As for Fleetwood Montgomery the only sentence I could
vietoncome
will
law her profession in life, and
I -ferred that she will make
vears
have
who
every successful lawye. Those
uXthe S e V e n years of famine," which is said to be necessary for her efficiency in matters of this kind and
the class, cannot doubt
his morning her able will and testimony of
highest round of
will prevent her from rising to the
first few struggles are over nothing
,

Z rff£^tt^,
..

"

we arl^re

thaTXr

the

fame.

^nnie Perry's zeal and energy are

wn

to

be spent in the service of the

will follow the declaration of
active part in the stirring times which

^tee^
•11

.,

Young Women's

Christian Association.

war with Spam.

She

But when Cuba has

Lc^^
her. will be the
e
r
U
ha s7r: q u entTy
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Zen

Shelves

the praise

which she

has received,

School chddren
and the honors

which

will be heaped upon her, and we are glad to know that she will become a blessing to her country
Margaret Young, the last on the class roll, will always maintain the high standard of excellency which she has
reached during her life at Winthrop. After making a specialty of English, she will eventually occupy this chair in
Vassar. She will discover an easy method of correcting essays, which will make this work, now so tedious, a source
of unfailing delight, and will also spend much of her time in perfecting an infallible recipe for teaching children to
write, speak, and spell correctly.
She will make great improvements in the college itself, and will keep it fully abreast
with the most progressive institutions of the times. Shortly after she enters the college as one of the faculty, she will
have its doors opened to young men, thus offering them the advantages which have so long been denied them.

——
;

CLASS POEM.

Who, on viewing Winthrop's daughters,
Could

believe there's

Inspiration poets

Perhaps

dream

wanting here
of

in future she'll

Whom

we

?

appear

Must we

Ethel's dimples,

Jennie's languid Southern drawl

Alas

sigh for

In the class of ninety-eight.

Come

!

Many

we might scrawl

To Pawnee's eye-brows,

our garden 's violet Annie,
a charming Marguerite,
Bonny Kate, and mild saint Agnes

In

leave to future lovers

All the ditties

?

no numbers

to grace our lisping tongues.

Each of these a subject meet
For this phantom
Dreamed-of poem which might have been.

Fleetwood, busy, jolly Fleetwood,
By others must thy fame be told;
Minnie, queen rose of our garden,

Skyward would thy praises
With the rosebud's,
Which we chose as matching

As we leave our Alma Mater,

Each shortcoming we deplore.
Vain our prayer for gift of vision,
Dream which poet might outpour,
Seer and prophet,
Of the coming Winthrop

thee.

Vision of the future decades:
Men shall see her noble, strong,
Full of

common

Keen to know

Grown
girl;

roll

sense as wisdom,
the right

in best

All that's trifling

from wrong,

ways,

thrown

aside.

-~^?r

And we hope

in

future classes

Winthrop's daughters yet may find
Bright eyes in fine frenzy rolling

show the
Whose clear

Said to

poet's

mind

voice

Old Winthrop's praises loud

shall ring.

aSS

o

.L.iV-n.x*^

3untor Class.
Motto

:

"The End Crowns

All."

Yell

Colors

— Karo,

:

White and

Violet.

Flower

:

Violet.

Kero, Kiro, Kee,

We are as learned as can be.
We are Juniors, we are fine,
We are the Class of '99.

Officers.

President

LILLA KENNERLY JOHNSTONE.

Vice President

HENRIETTA ELIZABETH CARLISLE.
CLARA AMELIA LANGLEY.
ELIZABETH ELMIRA SCARBOROUGH

-

Secretary

Treasurer
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Junior dlass.
Brown, Beui.ah.
Bowen, Mary.
Breland, Mazie.
Barnett, Pearl.
Black, Leila.
Brice, Nettie.
Blair, Lottie.

Burnett, Margaret.
Brock, Mary.
COUSAR, LlLIS.
Chaplin, Maud.
Coit, Lucia.
Casey, Lola.
Carlisle, Bessie.

Coleman, Alma.
Coker, Hanna.
Collins, Leila.

Carter, Kate.
Dantzler, Sallie.

,

Dantzler, May Belle.
Dinkins, Nannie.

Melton, Rosa.
MacSwain, Josie.

Easterling, Ida.
Edwards, Kate.
Evans, Nell.

Moses, Susan.

Farmer, Emma.
Gribbin, Mary.
Godfrey, Eleanor.
Hall, Anita.
HlNNANT, LULA.
Johns, Alma.
Johnstone, Lilla.
Kee, Laura.
Langley, Clara.
Lyles, Edith.
Lee, Margaret.
-Loryea, Edith.

McIntosh, May.
Moore, Eva.
McRae, Evelyn.
Nissen, Ella.
Neil, Lida.

Owens, Nannie.
Owens, Jumelle.
Parish. Frances.
Reid, Scotia.
Rhett, Eliza.
Smith, Ora.
Stevens, Lillier.

Montgomery, Mabel.

Sadler, Mary.
Sahlmann, Julia.
S alley, Irene.

Michau, Mary Alice.

Sledge, Clara.

Scarboro, Lizzie.
Salley, Nellie.
Salley, Bessie.
Smoak, Estella.
Sprunt, Jeanie.
Shaw Rosa.
Swaffield, Edith.
Thomson, Mazie.
Timmons, Carrie.
t

,

Tillman, Maude.
Wannamaker, Hattte.
Wells, Bertha.
Whitmire, Annie.
Wylie, Janie.

Watson, Elise.
Watford, Erin.
Yates, Daisy.
Zemp, Ellie.

HISTORY OF THE CLASS OF

'99.

In this class, which promises to be the largest ever designated by that potent name Senior, there are comparatively few who were here as Freshmen, in that memorable year when the college first opened its doors to the girls of
South Carolina and other states.

To most of us that time is ancient history, and we think of the many deeds of valor and courage of that day, as
the children in the Practice School think of the deeds of the ancients, which some members of our class have striven
hard to teach them.
'97, the majority of the members of our class assembled for the first time in a deliberative
body of
scorned the condecension with which we had been treated while Freshmen, and as we grew in wisdom,
came to be recognized as the highest factor of the institution.
The name of one of last year's champion tennis players is enrolled in our class book.
The president of our class was more than victorious in the annual debate held last commencement, and proved
by her strong and convincing arguments that America has a literature of her own.
Who will be surprised if it is proved in the coming years that Winthrop has a distinct literature, since the
members of the Class of '99 are among her students? We studied hard, and were as bright as our faces. We were
never " caught," though we did " slip " at times.
All in all we were a bright, jolly class, we Sophs.
Few conditions
haunted us; no failures marred our reports. (They were saved for the next year).
So here we are now, Juniors, eighty strong, proud' of our record as Freshmen and Sophomores, still
upholding
our reputation and awaiting a glorious victory in '99.
To narrate all the noble deeds of this large class is more than her historian can do. Only a few of our accomplishments can be mentioned here.
First of all I should say that we do not feel as wise and important as we did when we were
Sophs., though they
do tell us we are wiser.

In October,

Sophs.

We

1

'Tis true

we know H2SO4 and HNO3.

Yes,

we know them

by heart

if

not by

sight.

We know all about the volumes and total areas of cones, cylinders and parallelopipeds.
We can interpret Milton and Pope by the page, and explain the same to the satisfaction
We have studied Green's History of England, but we know Montgomery's.

we did not know last year. Still we are so conscious of the fact that there is so much
are often found consulting our teacher as to the advisability of our taking
Junior over.
are not " caught" this year either, and are supposed not to " slip."
are excused from church onlv in case of real sickness.

All this

know

that

We
We

of our instructor.

we

more we do not

We
We

and awake not a minute before or after 6:30 A. M.
rules.
uniform
adhere strictly to
During the smallpox panic we were brave, and not a member fainted when she saw her arm being mutilated
retire at 10:30

by the cruel

We

P.

M.,

doctor.

did not consider

others did.
In short

we

are

it

at all

"models

to

necessary for school to be suspended, but went

go by."

As

a reward

we

home Christmas because

all

the

are sometimes allowed to go shopping without troubling

a teacher to escort us.

"The End Crowns

All."

our motto, in mind we are pressing forward with earnestness and determination, resolved that when
world better for
our school days are ended, separated though we may be, we will work as one in striving to make the
'99.
of
Class
the
as
organized
our having lived in it, and having been

With

this,

~^^r

JUNIOR RECEPTION.
The Juniors had been having many meetings for two weeks; the Seniors
with vague suspicions succeeded
maintaining an innocent silence.
But when the mail brought to each of the Seniors a daintily tinted
violet invitation for the sixth of May their
countenances betrayed their happiness. Nor did their anticipation exceed
their realization.
A peep at the parlors was sufficient to convince one that the selection of the class flower was a happy
choice
The air was fragrant with lilac climbing wisteria was festooned in every available
place
All enjoyed this one annual privilege of being allowed to depart
from the white uniform evening gown and it
certainly was refreshing to see the fairy forms wandering through
the graceful arras and labvrinthian bowers of
in

;

smilax.

Miss Johnstone, the President of the Juniors, accompanied by President
Johnson, received in a gown of white
holding in her hand a bunch of violets, the class emblem of '99.
The happy hours sped by on the wings of mirth and laughter, and when supper was
announced, each Tumor
escorted a member of the Faculty or a Senior to the dining hall, where
eight tables were tastefully arranged in the
&

and

lilac silk,

form

of a

W for

"

Wmthrop."

Just to one side, separated from the others, was the President's table,
spread in white.
lake- of limpid beauty, around which borders of lovely
violets and ferns were

and

artistic

In the center was set a

grouped, an embankment of rare beauty
J

arrangement.

On

the smooth surface of the lake floated the figures " 98." The
whole scene was softened by violet lights
The tempting dainties were in several courses, the cream being served in tinted
sea shells, scattered over with

crystallized violets.

Before closing these

moments

wholesome humor and spicy repartee, Miss Johnston arose and in a most
This was responded to in the same charming manner by Miss
by President Johnson himself in a few kind and centle words
re P aired to the Parlors, the customary promenade was
given, the grand finale of this memorable
evening off™
May the sixth, eighteen hundred and ninety-eight.
becoming manner proposed a

of

toast to the class of 98.
Miller, the President of the Seniors, who was followed
•

,

Sopfyomorc Class.

Motto: Non Scholae Sed

Flower: Daisy.

Vitae Discemus.

Class Yell: Boom-a-laka, Boom-a-laka loo,
In

1900 we'll be through.

Officers.

President

ELOISE ROBERT SCAIFE

Vice-President

ELLEN CHAPLIN CUNNINGHAM
LUCY REED
EMILY ERNESTINE TINDAL
MARY BULAH WALDEN

Secretary

Treasurer
Historian
34
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COLORS: Gold and White.

Sopfyomorc dlass.
Aimar, Florence.
Aimar, Mary,
Boney, Annie.
Burke, Bertha.
Benton, Loutie.

BOWEN, LlDE.
Bethune, Mamie.
Cunningham, Nellie.
Cherry, Mary G,
Clinkscales, Annie
Corbett, Ida.
Danner, Lena.
Ellison, Ellen.
Elder, Ollie.
Folk, Docia.
Faris, Edna.
Felder, Inez.

McRae, Cora.
Madden, May.
McDowell, Hayes.
murdock, jeannette.
Murph, Lula A.
McLaurin, Annie.
Martin, Annie.

McMeekin, Mayme.
Reed, Lucy.
Rollins, Eva.

Richbourg, Annie.
Reaves, Mary.
Reid, Nellie.
Sims,

May

Belle.

Scaife, Eloise.

Gillespie, Louise.

Gregg, Julia.
Gardner, Jennie.
Garris, Lottie.
Gregg, Mattie.
Hiller, Mary.
Harvin, Lula.

Swaffield, Mary.
Stewart, Leila.
Shirley, Selma.
Smith, Bessie.
Schiffley, Sadie.
Tindal, Emmie.
Taylor, Lydia.
Verdier, Eva.
Watson, Marie.
Neal, Paris.
Norris, Virginia.

Johnston, Fannie.
Tosey, Sadie.

King, Gertrude.
Kirkley, Bertha.
McLure, Janet.

Murph, Lula

E.

Mitchell, Gertrude.

Witherspoon, Annie:
Wallace, Nannie.
Walden, Bulah.
Welborn, Ethel.
Read, Elizabeth.

HISTORY OF THE CLASS OF

1900.

two nothings (00) !" " The class of do nothings !" These are our titles.
We are proud to be called the class of 1900; do not object to being called the class of two nothings (00); but to be
called the class of do nothings is too much even for our good nature. Why we have been given that name is more
than we can understand we are sure that we do not deserve it, for we do studv— just before examinations.
The Faculty, " the most sacred council of the whole world (may Cicero and the Roman Senate forgive us), will
" Faculty meetings " they have tried
testify that we do that much, and indeed only that much, for in those mysterious
" The Sophs,"
(oh, so hard) to explain the mixing and mingling of the different subjects on the examination papers.
they say, " seem to know enough about the subjects, but their knowledge is so coufused, we fear that we do not exactly
understand them. They must have studied for examination only."
With this, the only plausible explanation, the sacred council have been compelled to be content gladly would
they accept another, one that would not give us credit for even that study, but would allow them to say with the rest
of the world that we never study at all, that we are a class of do nothings.
Forgiving this injustice to our fair name, we will speak a few words concerning our joys and hopes.
Last year while only Freshmen we thought the class of 1900 was destined to be a famous one, and longed for
the time when we should be Sophomores. Now we are Sophomores and proudly do we bear that name. (" It is such
a blessing they do," say the Faculty, " for from present prospects they will bear the same next year.") And we still
think our class is a fine one, indeed we know it is. (" Such a conceited class but it is perhaps well that it has so good
an opinion of itself, for, of course, no one else has a good opinion of it," the other classes exclaim.)

"The

class of 1900!"

"The

class of

;

;

!

Despising alike both of these criticisms, we, the class that entered in the fall of 1896, will yet
and go forth in 1900 as the finest class Winthrop has ever sent from her portals.
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fulfil

our destiny,

^—^s

cporafes-_

^resfymon (£Iass.
(Llass Organization,

Motto: She Who

COLORS: Green and White.

Strives Conquers.

YELL: Boom-a-laka, Boom-a-laka,

Who

are

you and who

Freshman, Freshman,
But we'll be through

are
just

ra, ra,

we

Flower: Snowdrop.

re,

?

begun,

in 1901.

Officers.

M. SOUTHARD.
SARA CROSLAND.
CLAIRE BROWN.

WILLIE

President
Vice-President
Secretary

Treasurer
Historian

LEILA McCALLA.
;

ANNETTE STROBEL.
37

^resfymart

dlass.

ARMSTRONG, MAY.

EDWARDS, MAGGIE.

BRIGGS, LAURA.
BRADLEY, LENA.

FOSTER, LILLIE.

LOVE, DAISY.
McLINN, HATTIE,

ROGERS, FLORENCE.
ROBINSON, MAY.

FARIS, BESSIE.

MACKEY, ALICE.

SOUTHARD, WILLIE.

BLACK, JESSIE.
BETHUNE, KATE,
BREAZEALE, RUSSIE.

GARNER, BLANCHE.
GRAINGER, ANNA.
HORTON, EUNICE.
HOOK, SUE.
HOOK, JULIA,

MACDONALD, FLORA.
MATTHEWS, RUSSIE.

SUGGS, MAGGIE.
SMITH, MATTIE.
SHURLEY, AGNES.
SMITH, CARRIE.
STROBEL, ANNETTE.
SWYGERT, QUEENIE.

BROWNE, CLAIRE.
COLLINS, CORA.
CHAPMAN, LUCILE.
CARMICHAEL, BERTIE.

HARRIS, EMILY.
JAY, JANIE,

KEE, ROSE.

CROSLAND, SARA.
CHATHAM, SADIE,

LYNCH, MINNIE.

DARGAN, EDITH.
ENGLISH, GENIE.

McARTHUR, ADDIE.

LOTZ, IDA.
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McCALLA, LEILA.
McINTOSH, CHESTNUT.
NANCE, MARY.
OUSLEY, LILLIE.
OWENS, EMMIE.
PADGETT. HORTENSE.
POAG. MAMIE.
REAVES, CARRIE.
ROGERS, FANNIE.

THOMPSON, BESSIE.
THOMPSON, RISPAH.
THOMAS, JANE.
WILDS, ANNIE.
WILKINSON, JOHNSIE.

#'j

THE LEAST OF THE FOUR TRIBES OF WINTHROP.
And

it

came

to pass

and ninety-seven, that

a

on the

band

last

day

of the

month

called September, in the year

of pilgrims entered the halls of the State prison-house,

Anno Domini eighteen hundred
by name Winthrop Normal and

manner of new things. Not without wonder and delight did they behold the
crowds of new faces which greeted them on all sides.
And it came to pass on the morrow that the jailer spake unto them, saying: "Thou shalt be clothed in a garb
of the color called blue, on thy head shall be placed a covering of the same color, and around thy waist shall be a
Thou shalt not drive into the walls of thy cell any instrument of steel or of iron, neither shalt thou
leathern girdle.
speak to thy neighbor through any hole that may be found in the walls of thy cell.
Thou shalt not covet the comIndustrial College, there to learn

all

neighbor during the hour which is called study, neither shalt thou flee if any teacher pursue."
After these commandments had been given unto them they were taken before the body of the teachers and
were given a place in the synagogue. And it came to pass after this that they were formed into a great tribe called

pany

of thy

Freshman.

The teachers were chosen by the President out of all the land to rule over the four tribes. The hard causes
they brought before the President, but the small matters they judged among themselves.
And it came to pass in the course of three months that a dreadful thing came upon the tribes, namely
vaccination.
The people were sore afraid, and besought the President that they might go into their own country.
The clamor was so great in the land that the President heard their cry, and they departed for the land of their
fathers.
After a two weeks' sojourn in the land of milk and honey, they journeyed back to the country of examinations, and terror reigned in the land.

SUB-FRESHMAN CLASS
Membership

4o

;

Ad

Infinitum

Flower

;

Lily of the Valley.

Colors

Gold and Black.

:

Rah Rah
Ha

Yell: Rah!
Hi

W.
Sis

!

Ho

!

N.
!

Motto

:

Nil

Desperandum.

!

!

I.

C.

Boom

!

Bah

!

Specials

CDfftcers.

President
Vice-President
Secretary

MARGARET MELONA TILLMAN.
FRANCES MARIAN WILLIAMS.
NANCY JOHNSON HILL.

Treasurer

JOSIE CHILES BONNER.

Historian

LALLA LOGAN BLACK.

Specials^ ZTtemBers.
ABRAMS, LILLIE.
AYRES, IRENE.
BLAKE, LOTTIE.
BANKS, HARRIETTE.
BONNER. JOSIE.
BROCK, ELLA.
BLACK, LALLA.
BOOKER, HELEN.
BRYAN, BESSIE.
BOOKER, LUCILLA.

CLOWNEY,

LIZZIE.

CONNOR, MYRA.
COOK, LONA.
DYE, FLORENCE.

DUKES. MINNIE LEE.
FARMER. BERN1E.

FRETWELL, CHRISTINE.
GRAY, JULIA.

HUGHEY, ADDIE.
HULL, EDNA.

McFADDEN. EDNA.
MARSHALL, MARY.
NORRIS BESSIE.
NEELY, OBA.

HALL, LIZZIE.

O'BRYAN, MAE.

HOLLOWAY. FRANK.

POAG, CARRIE BELL.

HOKE, MAGGIE.
HILL, ALMENA.

PARROTT, LULA.
POAG, MAGGIE.
PEEPLES, ANNIE.
PEARSON, ELLEN.
ROACH, MARGARET.
RUSSELL. JENNIE.
RAWLS, AMANDA.
RHAME, EUNICE.
SCHEPER, JULIA.
SMITH, MAI RUTLEDGE.

HILL, NAN.

KITTLES, ETHEL.

MOORER, MABEL.
McCLELLAN. CAROLINE.
MARSHALL. ANNIE.
MARSHALL, DAISY.
MOORE. EUNICE.
MAZYCK, ALICE.

SNIDER,

MARY

SUE.

SNIDER, NANNIE.

STEWART, EDITH.
STEWART, MAUDE.
THOMAS, JENNIE.
THOMSON, JAN1E.
THOxMPSON. ALEXA.
WILLIAMS, MAY.
WILLIAMS, ELLA.

WOOD. VISTA.
DIAL, EMMA.
McCULLOUGH? NELL.
WILSON, FANNIE.

EDWARDS, AN LA.
TILLMAN. LONA.
STEEDLEY, GEORG1E.

specials

-m

m-

MUSIC.
Three years have passed over the head of our class— years full of happiness,
improvement and success
When Winthrop came to occupy her new home at Rock Hill, S. C, our class claimed only

second year we could boast of fifteen students, and
class

is

in its infancy, its

friends.

five

members

The

the third year, has given to us a roll of forty-two
As our
history must of necessity be a brief one, yet, we hope, none the
less interesting
& to our
this,

In looking back over the time that has passed, how pleasantly
we remember many events in our life as members of the Special Music Class of Winthrop, even though
the pictures called up should bring back to us those
anxious moments when -we" were to take part in the recital. Ah!
girls, we can laugh now at the recollection
of those sighs and tears— all behind the scenes,
of course— but it was far from fun then.
And those Saturday morning recitals Can we ever forget them ?
!

The

public recitals given by the music students are so numerous that
space is not permitted me to tell of each
one, yet I would mention especially the three public recitals
given each vear, one at the end of each school term
Never shall the memory of those public recitals fade from our minds— the
hours of careful preparation the day
when we were brought to the grand piano in the auditorium for our trial
performance with an audience of one— our
teacher.
considered this a trying ordeal, but it was as nothing to that which
followed-the evening of the
recital, when we faced our audience (feeling oh
so alone), conscious above all else (even above that numb cold feeling gradually creeping over us) that our teacher and friends
must be made to feel proud of us.
When the faculty and students of Winthrop entertained the members of the Legislature of South
Carolina
and the Baptist convention of South Carolina, we had our share in contributing
to the pleasure of the day
In the
afternoon, on each occasion, concerts were given, in which members
of our class participated.
On the evening of March 25th, 1898, the sixth entertainment of the star course
was o-iven by the Cecilia
Chorus, assisted by the teachers of the music department.
In order that we might have the opportunity of improving and
broadening the musical education which we
receive at Winthrop, it has been our good fortune to have a number
of excellent concerts, many of which have been
by the first artists of the day. In February of
95, we had the pleasure of hearing the famous blind pianist and composer, Edward Baxter Perry.
His wonderful playing was enjoyed not less than the instructive explanations
which
he gave us before each of his numbers.

We

!

cert

The Mozart Symphony
Company have all helped

Club, the Schubert Quartette, the
to furnish our musical treats.

New York

Male Quartette, and the Kronberg Con-

we were
was rumored that William H. Sherwood was to play for us on the eleventh of February, 98,
led us
playing
his
on
criticisms
complimentary
many
and the
all eagerness and impatience, for his great reputation,
his
by
astounded
were
we
in
fact,
It is needless to say that we were not disappointed
to expect much from him.
and
one,
magnificent
was
a
programme
masterly playing, which afforded us as much instruction as pleasure. His
South.
the
and
North
of
the
cities
leading
of
the
in
many
given
one which he has
us as a red-letter day in our
Saturday afternoon of January the twenty-second, 98, will be remembered by
given us by Mr. and Mrs. Brown. Our kind host and hostess
It was the occasion of the recital and reception
history
days of Winthrop are recalled to us,
can never know just what that afternoon meant to each one of us, for when the
eye.
mind's
the
before
pass
to
this event will be one of the brightest pictures
have gained many new members,
Several of our girls did not return this year, much to our regret but we
of Special Music students.
class
our
of
worthy
who by faithful and excellent work are helping to make a name
98— so fair and worthy a repreof
graduate
Our class is especially favored in having for its first graduate— its
Our graduate, Georgietta
maintain.
sentative of that high standard which it is the hope and ambition of our class to
to the best advantage.
talent
her
Steedley, is an example of what a girl can do in the field of music if she applies
her reAnd surely we will do exceeding well if we but strive to reach the mark made by our class-mate, who gave
her teacher.
cital in May, meeting with great success, reflecting untold credit upon
have had their birth and death, and can
which
years
three
the
pleasure
with
As this year closes, we remember
and prosperity.
but hope that the future holds in store for our class years equally as full of happiness

When

it

;

;

STENOGRAPHY.
has fallen to my
to be lenient with me.
It

lot to

write the history of the Special Stenography Class.

So, dear readers,

you

will

have

Then, ah then! little did
In September, 1897, the class met our teacher, Miss Hughes, for the first time.
word-signs galore.
and
hooks
with
R
on
wrestled
Dav after day we poor souls
realize what lay before us.

we

mastered— at least were supposed to be, and we began taking down sen" Read your first sentence,
tences we really thought we were on the highway to success. Miss Hughes would say,
"
dawn."
" Well, you have omitted a
-." Miss
The sun shone— I have a skip and my next word is
Miss great deal." And that young lady feels very much like going through the floor.
No one can realize
This was hard, but absolutely nothing to the letters we had to take and then transcribe.
bent over
typewriter,
what tiiat is unless he has done it! It was a very common thing to see a girl sitting at her
At

last

the principles were

;

:

her note book, with a perfectly agonized expression on her face.

If

you were near, you would hear,

in a muffled

whisper, " I can't
out this outline."

Ah Those
!

some kind

make

this out.

Mr. -

were hard days.

friend would

us

tell

how

-

Aa-r-o- Aaron, what was that man's name

?

Oh

!

If I

could only

make

But when we were almost in despair, and began to think we could never learn,
come to you in time." Oh That longed for time. We early found

" it will all

!

makes perfect."
to
take
down the sermon, you could have seen sixteen girls, pencils in hair,
night
that
we
had
The first Sunday
note book in hand, and the most miserable expression on face, sitting on the front row in chapel. Will any of us
forget that night? " I don't think." To see the look of satisfaction on our faces when the preacher went slowly and
we could keep up with him Then he would go off in an " unexpected spurt," and a look of blank amazement would
overspread each countenance, and pencil after pencil would drop until he "slowed up" again. "Many were the
brains that were weary that night, longing for the man to cease."
Our course is rapidly approaching its end, and the future is an unopened book before us. Some of us have
positions already offered us. May we be as much credit to our beloved teacher as her other classes have been. May
that the motto of our class

must

be, " Practice

!

we, too, enter with heart and soul the field which lies before us; and
those of any who have gone out before us.

may

our laurels be as bright and beautiful as

BOOK-KEEPING.
"

—

Five peas in a pod
That was the Book-keeping class at the beginning of the Autumn term.
But everyone knows how the October frosts and the warm October sun first ripens and then bursts the pod,
and how the peas one by one drop out. So the frosts of ledger and cash-book, journal and Business Law, combined
with the warm sunshine of Mr. Cunningham's smile brought about a natural change in this Book-keeping Class.
When the Christmas holidays came, the first pea dropped from the pod, and soon after the next one
followed. The three remaining ones clung all the more closely to their beloved ledger. They worked faithfully
and well during the short, dark, winter days. They recorded sales and purchases and while the newspapers were
discussing the Spanish situation, devoting whole pages to the " Maine " disaster, these three faithful adherents
watched the daily papers for the rise and fall of stocks and bonds in New York.
The intricacies of Business Law did not discourage them no, though at the end of the second term the third
pea went the way of her former mates, leaving two steadfast members of the class to continue their way to the
end through the difficulties of Commercial Geography and Civics.
These two alone have survived debit and credit. Surely they will cling to the pod through the remaining
weeks of school, and on Commencement night receive the prize for which they have struggled so long and so
valiantly. Indeed, if patience and perseverance count for anything, their reward, a certificate of proficiency in Bookkeeping and Business Law, awaits them at the end.
"

;

—

DRESSMAKING.
The

class of '98

was composed of twelve students, the largest

class in Special

Dressmaking that Winthrop has

ever known.

At the beginning of the first term, not knowing the amiable disposition of their teachers, the meek little dressmakers, as day after day they continued to work on their blue serge uniforms, would wonder who would be the first to
finish and receive the much-dreaded criticism.
But they soon learned to love and not to fear Miss Dallett, and then
they ceased to count their stitches, measure their bastings, and were well satisfied if their button holes were in the
base ball style (nine stitches on a side.)
On the coming of the short winter days the blue uniforms were at last completed, and soon the tables in the
dressmaking room were brightened with vari-colored dresses of the teachers. Long before the work was finished,
these energetic seamstresses had already planned how their expected income should be invested.
Do not think, however, that these girls did nothing but sew, for three times a week they had the pleasure of
preparing lessons in Art, Mathematics and English, which they recited to Misses Condon, Pope and Smith.
At last the time came when they began to sew on their white lawn dresses. These received more attention and
careful meditation than any of the past work, for it was in these that the students were to be arrayed on that happy
commencement night, when they would receive their just reward.
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PROPHECY OF THE EDITORS.
When

I

Far as

dipped into the future

human

eye could

see,

Saw a vision of the Editors,
And the wonders they would

the

first

one

and

—

saw was Minnie M. Brock.

She was seated at a table, busily writing fashion dots, in which she
ladies wear, on special occasions, white organdie shirt waists with numerous tucks and
on ordinary occasions, dark blue serge waists with white collar and cuffs.

recommends
frills,

be,

I

that all

young

The one who twenty

years before had been voted the prettiest girl in Winthrop, had changed but little.
left college, a Methodist minister prevailed on her to share his labors, and promised her,
as an inducement for taking this step, a class in Sunday school, of twenty small, ragged boys.
No matter how often the cook spoils the dinner, she meets that and every other trial with the same sweet smile
that " Min " used to give to the homesick Sub-Fresh.

Very soon

after she

had

I see sometimes in a magazine a poem, sweet, loving and tender, that for a moment drowns all thought of care,
and in fancy I enter the realm where reigns this gentle queen, a home where trouble dares not enter, and black-robed
sorrow crosses not the threshold. These poems mirror the life of the author, a sweet, contented woman, fresh as the
radiant dawning, all unworn by the lightest touch of sorrow or of care, upborne by the snowy wings of hope and
faith, having found the one white pearl life holds
love.
This is she, the happiest of the ten.

—

a very busy woman, I rarely ever look at educational reviews, but departing from my usual custom towas very much surprised to see in large letters on the first page, " Edited by Fleetwood Montgomery."
" Indeed," I mused, "how familiar the name sounds."
Just then there flashed across my mind a vivid picture of a girl in bloomers climbing a rope in the Winthrop
gymnasium, the whole class, Mr. Moses, and two other men watching the operation with breathless interest.
" It seems she can climb the ladder of fame also," thought I.
The first article in the Review was a life of the distinguished editor. After leaving school, she became associate editor of a newspaper.
But alas one of her first editorials was a severe criticism of a rising star's acting.
This young lady, Miss May Brock, however, had "more than half," so she promptly visited the editor of the
and told her what she thought of her. This consumed so much time and required so many words, that Fleet
felt sure another visit would finish her, so rather than depart for the Lunatic Asylum, she gave up. her position.
After this she decided it would be much better for her peace of mind to write only on educational subjects. Here
she was very successful, and her best work, " Apperception as Taught by Prof. E. P. Moses," gained for her the high

As I'm

day,

I

!

,

position she

now

holds.

;

But a man is looming up in the distance, he is at the door, the office boy calls his name the ink
the paste another, and Fleet rushes to the looking-glass to fix her hair and see if her tie is straight, so
sible that she has found that there are other things in life than Apperception and Mr. Moses.
;

flies

one way,

is

just pos-

it

Finding myself one day at Winthrop, I saw quite a number of girls going slowly and with down-cast eyes
towards a recitation-room that I remembered well and that not even a lapse of twenty years had robbed of its terrors.
I wondered if " Breezy " still presided in this room of fear, and caused timid girls to have nervous chills.
I decided to go in.
Yes, " Breezy," grown quite thin, was walking up and down in front of the class.
With a
smile that convinced me that I was entirely forgotten, he handed me a " Kirkley's Geometry." The lesson was a
demonstration which proved conclusively that if one line is equal to one foot, and another line to twelve inches,
then the two lines are equal.
The double "stars" that Breezy had given Maggie, besides the ones he had made her see, had not been ineffectual.
They had been the cause of another geometry being added to the list— a book which had not a single
axiom in it, and for this reason, more than any other, is it the delight of " Breezy's " heart.

was buried deep in some historic papers, one of my friends induced me to accompany her to the London
well-known star play. The curtain rose and a slender, graceful woman made her appearance. Something in the way she acknowledged the deafening applause recalled a Winthrop girl of twenty years ago. As the
play progressed, I was more and more struck with the resemblance, especially when she made a wry face at the villain when he was not looking, just as my friend used to do at Miss Woodrow.
There could no lunger be any doubt
the successful comedian was Lilian May Brock.
A year after receiving her diploma from Winthrop she took part in an amateur performance. The manager of
the Criterion Theatre, after seeing her play, at once said, " That is just the girl I want for a certain part in my new
comedy. I must have her."
May was told of her good fortune, but at first said, "Oh, 1 can't do it!" She was persuaded, however, and
made a great hit. Since then she has become one of the most successful queens of comedy, and has now firmly
planted her feet on that ladder to fame whose lower rounds are hedged about with so many difficulties.

Although

Lyceum

I

to see a

Right in the midst of the great and shining lights of the twentieth century, appears the name of Susan Williams Moses, who has won a national reputation as one of the brightest and clearest thinkers and writers.
This well-known woman is Professor of Modern Languages at Smith. Her French pronunciation is especially
to be noted, being unusually pure.
Miss Moses is also a prolific writer, employing her pen upon translations from
both German and French classics her translation of Goethe's " Faust " preserves, to an unusual degree, the metrical
;

peculiarities of the original
50

German.

Throughout her life she has been distinguished for the ease with which she gains knowledge
and
command of what she knows. Whatever Miss Moses does is done with brilliancy and accuracy.

failing

for the

un

As I was passing through Charleston and had several hours to stay there, I decided
to look up mv friend of
twenty years ago, my room-mate at Winthrop.
After climbing an interminable number of stairs, I came at last to a door
on which was written, " Sara R
Schiffley, Poet."
I knocked, and after waiting several minutes,
"
a long-drawn-out
Come " was heard. I opened the
door, and what a sight
The poet was seated on a high stool before a much-used desk which was covered with
ink
and manuscripts. Her fingers were covered with ink-stains, and the floor was
littered with papers, and everything
else indicated a poet's sanctum.
Evidently " Miss Pearson " had not inspected her room for some time. Her
onlv
companion was a large cat, which was eyeing a crust of bread very longingly.
We had not seen each other for a long time, so Sadie told me something of her life since we had left Winthrop
She had spent several years in deciding what she would do. and having finally
determined to write poetry had devoted her time and talents to this end.
She had found, in truth, that Fame is not reached at a single bound, but a kind
world has given her writings
a
to
glad welcome.
In reading her poems, one is wafted on a voyage by white perfumed
sails and a prow of beaten gold, to a country " far from the madding crowd," where the flowers are
not tied in garlands nor the fruits crushed into baskets
but spring living from the soil, in all the dew and freshness of youth,
while the graceful foliage in which they lurk!
the branches, and the wide spreading roots on which they depend
are with them.
Every poem has a heaven-sent message to cheer and comfort. Many an aching
heart has been soothed by
these loving words of faith and hope.
!

!

Of
Breezy

all

the wonderful Arithmetics

I ever saw, and these have been many and of
a kind that would puzzle even
comprehend and to see plainly, the latest, and at first view the most apt to give one a headache,
was a book
bound in brilliant red which came to me a few days ago. I looked through it
and felt I must have lost all knowledo-e
of mathematics.
There seemed to be more drawings than anything else. An apple pie cut into four
pieces and an
apple said to be divided into a hundred equal parts, were used to lead
the unfortunate pupil by a short and eas V road
to a full knowledge of fractions.
'

to

"Ah perhaps the author was at one time a Winthrop student and has a clear idea of such
divisions " I reflected
But when I saw under the article entitled " Division " that it was necessary
to have something to be divided and that
a dollar was perhaps the best thing, I changed my mind. No one
who ever walked fair Winthrop's halls could advise
anybody to use money for such a purpose.
!

Percentage was taught by boxes.
whole family of boxes was present.

There were big boxes and

little

boxes and medium-sized boxes

;

in fact, the

"perhaps the name of the writer of this bewildering book may throw some
Ah, yes! for there, in large golden letters, was the well-known name of Josie McSwain.
light on the subject."
All was clear now. I held the key to the mystery, for Joe was very pleasantly remembered as one of the
smartest girls at the Winthrop Normal and Industrial College twenty years ago, and having been converted then to
She
Prof. Moses' method of teaching arithmetic, she had successfully tried it in the Graded Schools of Philadelphia.
had written this Arithmetic, which is now considered by all educators one of the best works of the kind ever

"Ah!

this

looks familiar,"

I

said,

published.

After being graduated from Winthrop in 1900, Lila Neal studied law, and was admitted to the bar in 1905. She
practiced in San Francisco, where she at once took rank among the most influential and eloquent members of the bar,
because of her brilliant defense, in a breach of promise suit, oi a striking-looking young woman with red hair. Her
vehement, rapid and condensed style won the day over a Mr. Arthur L. Donheur with whom she had read law. This
man was so overcome by her eloquence that he at once proposed to her, and immediately after his marriage was promoted to the office of private secretary to his wife. That this marriage is a happy one, may be inferred from the fact
that Mrs. Donheur advises all women to renounce single blessedness, as it is such a comfort to have someone at home
to look after things, and to have a husband to keep a nice cozy house for his tired, sacrificing wife, when she comes

hard day's work.
After ten years' residence in San Francisco, having made a fortune, Mrs. Donheur retired from practice and
returned to her native State, South Carolina. Soon after arriving, she decided to run for the office of Governor. Now
in truth her husband appreciated his situation, for he, poor man, was obliged to stay quietly at home, but his collars
and cuffs went all the same. Mrs. Donheur arrayed in bloomers was indeed a striking figure. When she spoke, she
held her audience spell-bound by the breadth and force of her arguments, the warmth of her feelings and the flowing
tide of her oratory, so that people exclaimed, "A second Demosthenes!"
And now
vShe was elected by a large majority, over an opponent whose only weakness was that he was a man.
Mansion.
I see her at the end of twenty years, the first lady of the State, as she enters the Governor's
in after a

Our Winthrop "baby" is now teaching a Kindergarten in Washington. M Katherine Stribling is one of the
best-known names in the educational world. Her "Methods of Teaching" has been published and is especially
popular with the Anarchists. In her school Kate follows religiously the rules laid down in her book. Her doctrine
There is danger of a less patient person being driven wild, but Kate holds her
of equal liberty is especially noted.
own and reproves the children in that sweet and gentle voice which is so excellent a thing in woman.

Although close upon the shady side of forty, M. Katherine is still enjoying the pleasures of single blessedness.
After refusing numerous offers, she is evidently " of the same opinion still," as when she evolved from her own inner
consciousness that famous syllogism, which won her a double star, namely,
"All

men

are

liars.

Will is a man.
Therefore Will

is

a liar."

I

One day while in the city of
I desired to visit the
Female College. As I was being shown through,
came at last to a room filled with young girls apparently about sixteen or seventeen years of age. You notice I say

"

apparently."

As I entered, I was struck with the air of attention and interest shown by the pupils but what impressed me
more was the teacher. She was seated on the platform, and was to all appearances a woman of about forty years
age. She was a tall woman, rather strongly built, with an abundance of dark hair slightly streaked with gray, and
;

still

of

on her nose, which was rather prominent, rested a pair of eyeglasses. Something about her impressed me as being
strangely familiar, but I could not at that moment recall who she was or where I had seen her.
It was a lesson in History that she was teaching, and as she continued she grew more interested in her subject,
and as her eyes lighted up and her face began to crimson with indignation at some act of injustice, I almost shrieked
out, for in that woman I was almost sure that I recognized my old friend and school-mate at Winthrop, Rosa Shaw.
As I sat there wondering if it could be she, my eyes wandered to the blackboard, and then I no longer doubted for
such writing! I could never forget that hand I feel sure I would recognize it in the wilds of Africa. Not the semblance of a punctuation from beginning to end
It looked like Hebrew in the original.
After the lesson was over, I went up and made myself known to her. She told me of her life since we parted
at Winthrop how she had rapidly risen to fame through the publication of her history, entitled "An Impartial History
of the Civil War," and had occupied the chair of History in some of the most noted institutions of America.
vShe has written so much and on such varied historical subjects that she bids fair to rival Hume, Gibbon and
others of equal merit.

—

;

!

;

CEbe point of X>\zxo.
The Senior
She

sees her

work

strolls the streets

near done,

with haughty grace.

The Junior numbers one by one
The months before she'll end the race.
The Soph looks backward on a year

Of Freshman folly and regret.
The Freshman blindly looks nowhere,

And

don't care

if

she's not out yet.

1,

(Officers.

FIRST

TERM

October

1,

President
Vice-President
Secretary

'97, to

January

1,

'98, to

President
Vice-President
Secretary

Treasurer

March

'98.

ANNIE PERRY

MAY BELLE DANTZLER.
MAGGIE KIRKLEY.
ELLA NISSEN.

Treasurer

SECOND TERM January

1,

15, '98.

MARGARET DOUGLAS
NELLIE SALLEY.
J ANIE WYLIE.
MARY MARTIN.

;

THIRD TERM- March

President

June

8, 98.

MINNIE BROCK.
(Resigned before end of term and

Vice-President
Secretary
keasurer
I

15, '98, to

NELLE EVANS was

elected.)

PAWNEE

JONES.

EDITH LYLES.
BESSIE CARLISLE.

!

IDirttfyrop

literary

Society.

"Fideli Certa Merces."

organized at the Winthrop Training School in Columbia, but as few of the manuscripts,
privilege of the writer to
containing accounts of the renowned who were then members, can be found, it is not the
help me in my endeavor
will
knowledge
intimate
more
A
know much of her history at that period of her existence.
College of South
Industrial
and
Normal
to give an account of the Society since the establishment of the Winthrop

This Society was

first

Carolina.

The

first

meetings were held in October,

1895,

and have been continued semi-monthly

until the present day,

(with the reluctant exception, of course, of the summer vacation)!
As no one but a Senior can be President, it is the all absorbing ambition of every member of the other classes
her that " she led us through the fiery trials
to be a Senior, so that, as President of the Society, she can have it said of

and tribulations

of three

months

of

Winthrop!"

burning eloquence of the Juniors and the Sophs in their debates, or the more
timid, but not more obscure efforts of the home-sick Fresh.
The most prominent feature of our entertainment is the " Qui Vive," a paper edited by two members of the
life, compressed by the editors into a brief and
It contains all the current news and witty remarks of college
Society.
obliged to admit that
graceful literary form. It is feared that in a few years the admirers of Steele and Addison will be
"
the Spectator has been equalled if not excelled by the Qui Vive."
in every clime, from the snow-capped mountains of northern
flourishes
that
flower
be
a
fame
Winthrop's
May

None

of us can ever forget the

Alaska to the more favored valleys of sunny Italy
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Officers

FIRST TERM.
President
Vice-President.
Secretary

LILA NEAL.

KATE STRIBLING.
CLARA LANGLEY.

Treasurer

..LONA TILLMAN.

SECOND TERM.
President
Vice-President
Secretary

Treasurer

LILA N EAL.

MARY BOWEN.
KATE EDWARDS.
LONA TILLMAN.
THIRD TERM.
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Recording Secretary
Treasurer.
.

FLEETWOOD MONTGOMERY

MAGGIE DORROH ANDERSON.
JENNIE MAE MILLER
KATHERINE GOODE CARTER
MARGARET MELONA TILLMAN

durry literary Society.
On the night of November 6, 1895, a short time after the opening of this College, ten girls met in the audiThe names of these illustrious few are inscribed above. On
torium and decided to organize a literary society.
Addie Tillman, the founder of the society, fell the choice of President Ollie Hill was made Vice-President, Mayna
The light of this society, at first faint, did not long remain so. It
Mixson, Secretary, and Sallie Kirby, Treasurer.
After much discussion (for a name
necessary
to betake unto itself a name.
it
soon
found
that
it
rapidly
brightened so
"
L.
M. Curry. It is needless to say
of
Dr.
in
honor
call
it
Curry,"
to
was
decided
good enough was hard to find) it
J.
interest manifested by Dr.
choice.
The
regret
that
ever
had
cause
to
has
that no member of Curry Literary .Society
greatest assistance to us.
of
the
have
been
Curry in our work, his help, his words of wisdom and his noble example
all the few pages of
while
almost
The life of Curry Society, although short, has been a most eventful one, and
the page dedicated to
its brief history shine out with triumphs and gains, there is one that tells of sadness and loss
To her Curry Society owes much of its success. Her
the memory of our beloved first president, Addie Tillman.
name always has been and will ever be an incentive to higher and nobler things. Although this society is a mere
child in years, yet it is a most precocious one this has been proved by its having kept pace, since its organization,
with its grown sister, the Winthrop Society, sharing equally the labors and the honors. Among its successes shines
brightly the play and concert given on April 8, 1898. The young ladies bid fair to rival the fame of Ada Rehan,
May the good work begun in Curry Literary Society go on.
Julia Marlowe, Ellen Terry and other famous artists.
and may it prove to future generations that its motto is a true one that it has passed " Per augusta ad augusta."
;

—

;

:
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(Db, iLfyen,

When we

get

All fitting

on our brand new dress

up so

neat.

Of dark blue serge and soutache

Oh

!

Won't IVc iook Sweet?

then won't

we look sweet

braid,
?

Then

rigged up in our

all

We'll

march along the

And how

Oh

!

new

gear,

street,

the eyes will stretch and stare.

then won't

we look sweet

?

Then,

if

those boys,

now

almost dead,

'Bout us we chance to meet,
We'll just

Oh

!

march by nor turn our head.

then won't

we look sweet

?

il.

zii c. a.

Active members
Associate members

yyy

23
(Officers.

President
Vice President
Secretary

Treasurer
Corresponding Secretary

'

NELLIE SALLEY.
Chairmen

Committee on New Student Work
Membership Committee
Religious Meeting Committee
Finance Committee

MARY BOWEN.
MARGARET BURNET.
MAY BELLE DANTZLER.
MARY ALICE MICHAU.

.-

.

.

of

Lizzie Scarborough.

Bessie Carlisle.

Kate Edwards.
Anita Hall.
Music Committee

Committees.

Nominating Committee
Committee
Bible Study
Library Committee
Minnie Brock.
Intercollegiate

Eva Moore.
Nellie Salley.
Clara Langley.
Selma Shirley.

e_c4
The

Chorus," which was organized by the Director of Music, Mr. Wade R. Brown, the first year, is the
only College organization for the study of choral music. It is open to all students, whether they belong to the Music
Department or not, the only requirements being a good voice and ability to sing ordinary music readily.
The instruction is free, but regular attendance at rehearsals is required. The year of its organization the
Chorus numbered forty-five voices. To-day there are one hundred voices, making it the largest organization of ladies'
" Cecilia

voices in the Southern States.
This well-trained and really excellent Chorus has given a successful concert each session, earning thereby the
well merited praise of both the public and the press.

^^r~

Lila Neal.
Addie McArthur.
Lona Tillman.
Lula Parrott.
Professor Brown.
Miss Whilden.
Mary Sue Snider.
Irene Salley.
Nell Evans.
Maggie Kirkley.

Eleanor Godfrey.

May Williams,
May Brock.

COLLEGE CHOIR.

Nan

Hill.

Miss Tarver.

Josie Bonner.

Miss Souther.
Flora Macdonald.
Ionia Murray.

Mary Brock.
Miss Nance.

Athletics,

Bloomers and Things.

Basket
W.

N.

Ball.

•:•

C. Team.

Colors

Yell: Boom-a-laka

Ho-bo-hum

boom-a-laka

!

First

W.

come

team,

N.

I.

!

!

Blue and White

!

!

first

C,

Blue and White.

!

Blue and White

Here we

:

team, yah

rah! rah

!

!

yah

!

yah

!

rah!

MAY WILLIAMS.

Captain
iLeam.

LiZZIE SCARBOROUGH
MAGGIE ANDERSON
EMMIE TINDAL

KATE STRIBLING
ROSA SHAW

Goal.
Center.

Guard.
Left Forward.
Right Forward.

RUSSIE BREAZEALE..
Referee
C()ACH

EDITH LYLES
MAY WILLIAMS
NETTIE BRICE

R. Center.

Center.
Center.
Bace Center.
R. Back.
L.

F.

FLEETWOOD MONTGOMERY.
IRENE SALLY
Left Back.

MINNIE M. BROCK.
MAI RUTLEDGE SMITH.
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Basket
O.

U.

R.

* Ball.
Color

Team.

:

Red.

Captain

MAGGIE KIRKLEY.
Ceam.
-

MARY

A.

MICHAU

LEILA McCALLA
LILA NEAL

ANNIE PERRY
MAY BROCK

Goal.
Center.

Guard.
L. Forward.
R. Forward.

EMMA FARMER

R. Center.

ELOISE SCAIFE

ELIZA RHETT

L.

Center.
Center.
B. Center.
R. Back.

L.

MAGGIE KIRKLEY
DAISY YATES
JOSIE McSWAIN

F.

Back.

Referee

LONA TILLMAN.
Substitutes.

KATE CARTER.

MARY

B.

CHERRY.
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Rispah Thompson.

Fran coise. Parish.
Lalla Black.
Elise Watson.
Eva Moore.
Julia Scheper.
Fannie Wilson.

\

Georgietta Steedlev.
Edna Hull.
Jennie Russell.

Nell Reid.
Margaret H. Roach.
Lilla Johnstone.
Alicia Mazyck.
Nellie Salley.
F. May Williams.
Eva L. Verdier.
Dr. Jas. P. Kinard.

MAGGIE KIRKLEY.

Manager,
"

Secretary and Treasurer,

Champions."

Virginia Norris.
Bertha Kirkley.
Janie

Thompson.

" Hit or Miss."

Nell McCullough.

Alma Coleman.
Jane Thomas.
Lucy Reed.

"Touch-Me-Not."
Caroline McClellan.
Lizzie Scarborough.

Kate Edwards.
Clara Langley.

" Daisy."

"Dixie."

Eva Verdier.
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Lona Tillman.

Lucilla Booker.

Lila Neal.

Maggie Kirkley.

Nan

Hill.

Josie Bonner.

May

Williams.

Annie Marshall.

Plus

Y

"

Edith Swaffield.
Irene Sally.

Mary

"The

Eloise Scaife.

Lula E. Murph.
Rosa Melton.
Margaret Lee.

Swift Players."

Kate Carter.
Mary A. Miehau.

Margaret Young.

Lijllier

"The

"The Deuce."

Rivals."

Alma

Johns.
Ida Corbett.
Bessie Carlisle.
Ellie

Zemp.

"

Stephens.

Mabel M. Moorcr.

Myra

Z.

The Rollicking Racqueters."

Margaret Burnet.

Elise Watson.

Swaffield.

MAY WILLIAMS.

Connor.

Julia R. Scheper.

Annette

L. Strobel.

Lilla Johnston.

Eleanor Godfrey.
Bessie Salley.

OBJECT: To Wear the

Largest Tie.

IHembetrs.

Minnie Brock.
Mabel Montgomery.

Fleetwood Montgomery
Josie MacSwain.
Kate Stribling.

May
May

Williams.
Brock.

THALIA CLUB.

(Efyalta

(Berman CIuK
Color

:

Garnet.

Officers.

President

Mr
Mr

„

Treasurer

.,

..

-,

m m TIL LMAN.
M WILLIAMS.

F

21lembers.

"Mr." L. Neal.
"Mr." M. K. O'Bryan.
"Mr." L. Neil,

-Mr." A. B. Marshal,.
"Mr." M. B. Cherry.
-Mr." S. W. Moses.
"

Mr." E.

L.

Verdier.

-Mr." L. B. McCalla.
"Mr." E.I. Lyles.
"Mr." A. E. Ives.

/'

\SJ^*Uk

LILA NEAL.

JOSEPHINE BONNER.
Prof.

BROWN.

JANIE THOMPSON.

MOTTO:

Eyes open,

mouth

shut.

PURPOSE: To dodge

teachers and do

all

the mischief possible.

PLACE OF MEETING:

TIME OF MEETING: Twelve

o'clock

at night.

In the halls.

in embers.

VIRGINIA NORRIS.
IDA VERDIER76

MARY BATES CHERRY.
BESSIE NORRIS.
LILLIE LEE BROWN.

eva lawson verdier.
flora Mcdonald.

THE NOBLE FOUR.

ZTTembers.

EDNA HULL.

NELLE REID.
HARRIET BANKS.
IONIA MURRAY.

EDITH STUART.
MARY HUNTER.
ANITA HALL.

JENNIE RUSSELL.

^^
78

OBJECT: To train

the fair sex in military tactics.

MOTTO:

She

who

fights

and runs away

TIME OF MEETING: "Wee sma'

Will live to fight another day.

Night Watchman:
Squealer:

FLEETWOOD MONTGOMERY.

MINNIE BROCK.

'

„

,

Broom Wtelder : ELISE

MABEL MONTGOMERY.
Undertaker: MAY BROCK.
Bearers: JOSIE MacSWAIN, KATE
CARTER.

Slipper

Pall

hours.

Thrower:

WATSON.

OF

JO

CC

^:

3oan

of

Qrc dlub.

(Officers.

Admiral

Rear-Admiral

Commodore
Captain
First Lieutenant

Second Lieutenant

F.

MARION WILLIAMS.
M. LONA TILLMAN.
LUCY REED.

LILA NEAL.
JOSEPHINE BONNER.

ANNIE

B.

MARSHALL.

^

^e^svaex
AU ml"

du\\<x ife-,1

€ v 5.

\A\tOrel

Mt^Vel U\u

Miocker

>\^qo\-V\eY

G-eoTOie Steed!

ROCOCO EMBROIDERY CLUB.

€>(DY

cuiuYtvef^

COLOR:

+
+
Purpose: To slam doors on April
+
+
Time for Slamming: Eleven o'clock at night.

Blue.

Yell:

Lam! lam! lam! bam! bam! bam!

We

who

are the girls

slam

!

slam

!

slam

Skimmers.

MAY WILLIAMS.

MAI SMITH.

LONA TILLMAN.

NAN

ROSA SHAW.

HILL.

SADIE SCHIFFLEY.

ELOISE SCAIFE.

LIL

^

BROWN.

first.

$

I
X
X

X
X
X
X

i

3 it

21

lemon}

of

prances Rogers
DIED

!
X
x
x
X

t

Hopcmbcr 2% \^1

!

Ok

Sab

$atc of

Cen

kittle

Ten little editors thought themselves so fine,
One got her feathers clipped, then there were

Nine

little

One went

editors sat

up very

Cotters.

nine.

late,

to sleep, then there

were

eight.

Eight little editors wished themselves in Heaven,
Miss Pearson sent one 'tother way, then there were seven.

<D}8

Seven

little

Sac £ate

editors in an awful

One wrote

a

of

den

little

(gbttors— Contiraieo.

fix,

wondrous poem, then there were

six.

— ^ ^I==?#

Six little editors very much alive,
Miss Russell caught one sleeping out, then there were

more worried than before,
Examinations came along, then there were

Five

little

five.

editors

four.

3&sffi£L

Four
"

little

Breazy

happy

as could be,
at one, then there
smile
a
smole

editors
"

were three.

(Dje

Three

little

One got

Sao £ate

of Cert Ctttfe

GEbitors— Conclubeb.

editors looking awful blue,

religion, then there

Two

were two.

little

One got

editors got too near the sun (son),
over//<y\ then there was one.

One

little

editor living

all

alone,

She got married, then there was none.

(Dur
A

pretty, bright-eyed girl sat in an easy chair
fond memories they bring to us

what

* picnics.

on a shady porch one

May

evening, dreaming.

Day dreams—

!

thought that she does not realize that she is talking aloud. " To-day is the twelfth of
vSo deeply is she
May ah, dear old day, what an important part you have always played in the school life of each Winthrop girl. You
Just at this juncture her
always brought us pleasure, and we impatiently waited and longed for your coming
say something about a
heard
you
"
think
I
I
now?
of
talking
dream is interrupted by a cheer voice: What are you
dear old boy, I should
about
a
something
say
you
heard
dear old day. If I had stolen up behind you as I did, and had
and tell me about
Come
returned.
never
and
away
have been madly jealous, and upon my word, would have gone
hear a charming
to
going
that
I
am
eyes
those
I am dying of curiosity, and know from the look in
this dear old day.
all the rest of
and
Flora,
Ida,
Suppose it is all about the ever-heard-of Winthrop. and that Rosa, Ella, May,
story.
lost in

;

played as important a part as usual."
tis true that it's something about
Wise-acre, you are partly correct, but also partly mistaken
Master
Now,
Sit down and I'll try to tell you a little about it,
Winthrop, but all her Four hundred entered into the fun that da}
?
promise
you
Do
once.
interrupt
me
provided you will be quiet and won't
" I promise," comes in solemn tones from the hansome youth, for he has long ago learned to love Winthrop,
assuming the
aud much more, something in connection with it. He now draws up a stool and seats himself at her feet,

your' special friends
"

'

;

'

most attentive air
She begins
College

'

.

possible.
:

"

Well,

first

I'll

take

it

for granted that

you have heard

of

Winthrop Normal and

Industrial

"

should—" " But stop, Jack," she said, holding up a warning finger, " remember your promise."
Again the dead silence, and she continues, " The dear old May day of which I was thinking, or rather of which
heart of each Winthrop student— it is the day of our
I was talking when you came in, is a day indeed dear to the
I am sure you will fully agree with me on that point
that
clay.
have
on
always
we
annual picnic, and a jolly good time
That year we went to the mountains of North
'ninety-six.
of
picnic
our
before I finish. First, I'll tell you about
our mountain picnic,' and the
of nothing but
talked
girls
the
Carolina, near Marion. For weeks before the twelfth,
picnic hat or a sunbonnet
new
and
a
waist
shirt
new
College was all astir, for each girl thought that she must have a
girl must take her blue
every
and
each
that
for the occasion, in spite of the fact that President Johnson had declared
Now to come to the
uniform.
hat to be donned when we passed a station— for Winthrop girls must always appear in
but we dared not,
time
in
morning of the twelfth. How we longed to get up at three o'clock in order to get read
lady's rising
young
since President Johnson had said in his most solemn tones that he did not see the necessity of any
Why,
before half past four. This, however, did not keep us from waking, and thinking of the pleasant day before us.
" I

'

;

some

of the girls said they

dared not go to sleep for fear of not waking early enough. The day
dawned bright and
was over by half past five. Then everyone rushedacross the back campus to
the train which was
drawn up only a few rods from the dormitories. Our eatables having been stowed in the
baggage ear when all the
girls and teachers were aboard, we rolled away with glad hearts altogether in
a holiday mood.
Not many miles from
Rock Hill we stopped at a little station and our band marched solemnly down the aisle' This
band certainly did their
duty that day— besides discoursing sweet music they talked to half a dozen girls at once.
It has always been said
that music hath charms/ but in this case it proved that the Winthrop girl hath
charms,' for this same band applied
to President Johnson for permission to play for those young ladies on all
the future picnics.
It seemed that everyone knew that Winthrop was going on a
picnic that dav. for great crowds greeted us at
clear; breakfast

'

'

•

'

every station.

Oh,

how

&

familiar old
1

Winthrop on

a razzle dazzle.

boom, bah
Winthrop Winthrop
Ha! Hal! Ha!!!'
Sis,

!

!

!

!

rang out from the throats of our -four hundred/ This was the girls' greeting, and
judging from the look on the
faces of those saluted, this greeting was well received.

We

"
were borne swiftly along, every girl as happy as could be.
destination, for the great mountain ranges loomed up in the distance.

At length we knew that we were nearino- our
At last we arrived at the foot of the mountain

After having climbed some little distance up the mountain we came to the grounds
then we found that indeed pre
parations had been made for us. Many of the people of that neighborhood had
gathered there to give us a welcome
and they seemed to enjoy the picnic as much as did the girls. By-the-way. I must
not forget to Tell vou about the
disappointment of one of our little Charleston girls who had so bravely trudged to
the grounds. She' was heard to
remark at the end of her journey
Well, I thought the mountains were blue.' Poor little disappointed
creature I
shall never forget the look that was on her face when she said this.
Shortly after our arrival, dinner was served. How we enjoyed that dinner
I cannot say this was the land
where flowed milk and honey but it certainly was the land where kegs of pickles,
tons of sandwiches and barrels of
lemonade most marvelously disappeared. Dinner being over, we scattered
all directions, each one doino- what
pleased her most. Some played basket ball some tennis, some lolled around
under the shady trees but the majority
of us climbed the mountains. This we found a harder task than we thought
it would be.
Though aided by an alpine
staff, we often came near falling by the wayside,
but give up? never! that is a thing no Winthrop <ri r l will do- she
will hold on till she reaches the top, no matter what happens.
Evidently one of the mountaineers had noticed this
determination, for he said to Mr. Johnson some time during the day. Wa-al.
Mr. "Tohnson, Jvou have a rio-ht pert set
r
&
of girls.'
;

:

'

'

'•

!

:

m

;

'

we were ascending the mountain, one of our professors proved himself as kind and helpful as usual. Once
when he came very near falling, ne grasped the arm of one of the girls in order to support himself, and when he had
-, you certainly came very near falling!' No doubt this
regained his footing, calmly remarked: 'Well, Miss same professor will one day have a happy little home in these mountains, for while walking with one of our prettiest
•'As

She blushed, and he conWould you not like to live there ?
pointing to a little cabin in the distance
tinued
I think it would be a happy home for two.'
For several minutes they had
" President Johnson cast one poor little girl's hopes to the ground on that climb.
been struggling side by side, the girl, however, getting somewhat in the lead. Of course Mr. Johnson did not mean
-, you climb very well, indeed but
Miss to hurt her feelings, but he did all the same, when he called to her
cheeks flushed with indignation,
Her
believe?'
I
mountains,
the
I suppose you are used to it; vou were reared in
never had the pleasure of being
have
I
Mr.
Johnson,
No,
and assuming as haughty an air as possible, she replied
do I look so much like a
quick,
'Tell
me
in the mountains before,' and turning to her neighbor she gasped:

girls

he

'

'

said,

:

'

:

'

;

:

'

:

mountaineer?'
"At six o'clock the whistle of the locomotive called all back to the grounds, and after having had supper we
boarded the train— a tired-out, yet happy and well-pleased set of girls. For had not everything possible been done
Not a thing was lacking— all the members of the faculty did everything in their
for our comfort and pleasure?

power

for us.

"On

our

homeward journey we stopped

for half an

hour

in Shelby,

N. C.

The time was spent

quite pleasantly,

we were too tired to enjoy it
" Rock Hill at last!
We certainly felt as if we had been on a picnic, and for once in our lives welcomed the
By twelve o'clock each girl was in her room. How I love to live again that day; it
sight of the college building.
was filled with so many little pleasures. Why, it would take me an age to tell you all about it. It was one of the

but

to the fullest extent.

happiest days I have ever spent."
"A rather glowing description," remarked Jack with a roguish look, " I think Fd like to hear about the other."
"The other is not so very different from the first, yet Fll say a few words about it. We had equally as jolly a
time as on the first year. This time we went to Patterson Springs, N. C. There was quite a striking contrast between
the scense of this picnic and the one of the previous year. We were entertained at a large hotel, the doors of which
were thrown open in full hospitality. The greater part of the day was spent in dancing, for here we had a lovely ballroom and music by the 'Cleveland String Band.' Another attraction was the bowling alley, and still another the
But few were the fish that were caught.
river in which a number tried their luck at fishing.
" What's the use of boring you with words ?
These picnic scenes are things that words cannot describe. But
to you, but no, not right now—
I have a lovely little collection of 'kodaks' that will explain all; I'll show them
want to finish. Today our girls are at Davidson College. Rosa wrote me the other day that President Johnson was
speaking of taking them there. They were looking forward to the trip with a great deal of pleasure. On such days

I

wish

I

know

were still numbered among Winthrop's fair daughters. How I would have
enjoyed that trip to Davidson
the boys are entertaining our girls royally— if you'll excuse a bit of school
girl slang— and it's too provoking I
"

I

can't be there, too,

" Now, Bessie, tell me, do you really and truly
wish you had returned to school? Just think
they had disappeared within the hail-probably to hunt for those "kodaks
"-and the other words were
likely fell on ears for which they were alone intended.

'

"

But

lost, or

more

{Tfye I}igfy

School

Boy anb

CHAPTER
"

The

story runneth thus."

pretty, romantic," little Sub-Fresh

He was
who had

a timid little
just

tty

Sub^res^

I.

High School boy

at a

been reading Rose-bud's Lovers.

reception, and she was a
a lovely night to elope in

Winthrop

"What

!

said the Sub-Fresh.

Did you ever elope? " innocently asked the High School boy.
The Sub-Fresh drew her stately (?) stature to its full height.
" No," she answered indignantly.
" and ventured no further remarks.
The Sub-Fresh conSchool bov was completely " squelched
The High
&
and that he did'nt
ignorance,
only
was
it
perhaps
tinued to gaze at the moon ecstatically. After a time, thinking
"
romantic it must
how
Oh,
enthusiastically,
mean anything after all, she gave him a forgiving smile and murmured
"

be!"

What? " asked
Why, to elope,

the boy timidly.
of course," answered the Sub-Fresh witheringly.
"
hadn't better go back into the parlor, it's so dark out here, and I'm
I beg your pardon, I was wondering if we
wouldn't stay by himself in the college
afraid there might be a bear somewhere, because I heard one of the professors
at night."
by all means.
The Sub-Fresh surveyed him, and then ironically remarked " Oh, if you are afraid, let us go
"
door.
the
for
With this she turned and started
Only the brave deserve the fair.'
"

"

m

'

he gasped.
grandiloquent tones from
Well, 1 suppose I might entertain the idea of pausing upon the threshold," came in
Miss Sub-Fresh.
" Please do, I'll talk about elopements or anything else you want to."
The Sub-Fresh walked slowly back, taking " head upward raise " all the while.
" Would you like to elope ? " questioned the boy.
" With you ? " asked the Sub-Fresh.
" Ye-es," answered the High School boy nervously.
" Oh how lovely, do let's do it
You could throw something against my window you know, and I would tie the
"

Oh

!

oh

!

I

sav, wait a minute, won't

you

?

"

"

!

trunk straps together and let myself down— just like a regular heroine."
"
pistols and shoot us and
I wonder if Mr. Johnson would come after us with
chattering teeth.

all that,"

said the boy. with

93

"Oh,
"
'

we could just stand still, and he wouldn't hit us," she replied soothingly.
we do it? " asked the boy in an anxious voice.
To-morrow night, 'cause all the teachers will be in faculty meeting," gaily
responded
well,

When

could

CHAPTER

the heroine.

II.

Eleven o'clock. A frightened, trembling figure, shoes in hand, creeps
slowly down the stairs of the Banks
House. It is our friend the High School boy. As he hurries across
the road towards the college, his hair is stand
mg on end, his eyes are bulging with fright, and every post seems to be a terrible phantom with
outstretched arms
At last he reaches the gate and tries it. But horrors it is locked. What
is he to do ?
Shall he go back ? No he
cannot desert the Sub-Fresh now. Shall he dig a hole under the gate
?
That would take too long At last a bright
idea strikes him-he will jump the fence.
But our brave youth has reckoned without his host, or more
correctly
speaking without his barbed wire, for just as he is about to land on
the other side he feels himself grasped firmly
from behind, and there one of the Union's brave sons hangs
suspended by a miserable prong
of a barbed-wire
r
te
!

'

fence.

He wiggled

this way, and he wiggled that way
he tried to get up, and he tried to drop down, but all to no
that there he must hang till the day of doom.
But no, hope revives, for now he hears footsteps
Oh, do please come help me down," cries the boy. << I was only
going to elope, and I will never do so again
s
you will only help me "
;

avail.

it

It

seemed

!

W

atS that? " exclaims a dee P b ass voice-it is " Breazy " going
home from the faculty meetino1i
Oh I will
never try to elope again " pleads the High School boy, " if "-But
he suddenly finds himself violently assisted to the ground, and
Breazy " walks calmly on. The boy joyfully hurries home and creeps
r noiselessly
into bed.
"

^V

,

!

'<

-*

The sunlight stealing through a Winthrop window next morning awakens
a sleepy little Sub-Fresh
wakens she remembers that last night she was to have eloped.
" Oh, you cruel boy, you have broken my heart,"
she murmurs, as she turns over for another nap.

94

As she

211 y

•:•

Uncle

•:•

Com.

was a child I was of an investigating turn of mind, and liked to examine- everything I could lay my
then— of the
hands on. One day I found in my father's desk the genealogical table— it was not called family tree
beneath
it the
and
his
name
was
There
thing.
queer
saw
a
Marsdens. Away up at my great grandfather's name I
mark.
drawn
a
heavy
was
last
the
through
right
names of his four sons, Robert, James, Conrad, and Thomas; but
The name had been purposely blotted out.
I had
of that sable stripe every chivalrous impulse within me rose in defence of my Uncle Tom.
At the sight
&
and of Conrad, the
never heard of him before; but the story of Robert, the minister; of James, the doctor;
I rambled on and came to
judge, had been told me all my life only of that poor younger son I had heard nothing.
" Dear Father," it ran, " you are
hand
bold
firm
a
in
written
It
was
read
it.
I
thinking,
a faded letter, and without
I have somewhere read that
sore displeased with me I know. I fear not so much for my sin as for the disgrace.
but a man
if I seem bitter
me
forgive
father,
My
case.
your
in
proved
younger sons are inconvenient, and so it has
I have
believe
me
But
only.
words
kind
utter
to
expected
not
who knows that the whole world is against him is
tempted
was
sorely
and
I
explain
cannot
I
expression.
been more sinned against than sinning '—pardon the worn
I am not coming
I fought it out last night amid the jeers of my fellows.
but, be that as it mav, it is all over now.
I will not return
or
not
succeed
home to bring reproach upon you. I shall go away and begin again but whether I
me. I am only a boy after all, father. Remember
to the father I love so well— though he has never understood
forand do not judge me too harshly. But what am I saying ? I do not write to beg for pity. I ask you not to

When

I

:

:

;

;

'

;

that

give me, but to forget me.
"

Yours

faithfully,
"

" P. S.

Thomas Lerov Marsden."

— Give my best love to mother."

stood with kindling eyes and trembling lips
pendent as it was, the writer could not conceal how
I

when I had read to the close of that abrupt bitter letter. Indemuch he felt. In every line love and pride struggled for the

mastery.

I had heard
it all.
that farewell had been received I could easily guess the blotted name explained
kindled
once
and
terrible,
was
anger
his
said
that
was
it
many stories of the stern old man, my great grandfather, and
for
now,
even
know
do
I
nor
know,
not
I
did
burned forever. What had his son done to deserve this punishment ?
heroes.
going out of father's study I found him and my brothers discussing their favorite

How

;

Napoleon," said one.
is Columbus," said another.

"

Mine

"

And mine

is

"

"
"

Who is yours " they asked, turning to
My Uncle Tom," I answered solemnly.
?

me.

You

haven't got any Uncle Tom," they shouted in derision.
Robert," said my father, sternly, " never let me hear you mention that
boys. See that you do not disobey me."
"

all,

I

rushed away with bitter
It

the side of mercy.

Why

again,

and

I

mean

this for

you
*

much for myself as for the poor boy who was hated by his own
was, had not faded in the least. What had he done to be
treated thus ?
My father was never a harsh judge. He had been accused of errino- on
this his great displeasure ?
And so I pondered, for I felt that Tom, who
"
tears,

crying not so

seemed that the stain, whatever
His deed must have been terrible indeed.

family.

name

it

was only a "boy
had been misjudged. And so I believe to this day, though everything is
against it
Th my ery haS never been solved What he did ^d what became of him, I do not
know, but even as I did in
.•i^
f so I now revere
childhood,
my Uncle Tom.
alter

all,

f

-

an-:

21Ty v

XDis%

^^^^ ^^^-"^.in the years to come,

tired

battle of life

^^^
^^^
^ / ^™^?_°
^

the great struggle,

with
when mv body,
'-^g™*'^
world, when
and tum
J home
while-for who
my
^'cominj Lk
be reme mbered by when

;<* thP
when weary and worn with he

ult of this

ise

soul, and at last rest s
for a little
old
has been parted from the
to
child again into her bosom
her
Mother Earth has taken
d , wish to
more to send
of the trees, and when
knows that Nature receives us never
of the bird s, the rustling
earB
d
threshold
Life's
at
A h me life is short, and my wish may
y soul stands listening
air ?
t
ts the
seen
heavenward
rising
the peaceful
the fragrance of the flowers
far above and ove rlooking
the h ghts
upon
stood
and
oed
g
dim
had
I
that

f

m

^^

!

^^ ^ ^^^ ^

never be fulfilled, but to know
e
men
many and to know
lands, where plod the patient
me for something accomplished That have
of
I
word
and
one
opened,
that
have
the consciousness
TlTat after the portals
e
even
had been lifted and strengthened
and
8
she was baptized^by N atrue
For my hfe
passed out, some one might say,
thou
thing
great
g
one
done
have
To
effaced."
which may never be
a robe o
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and
the long flight ot years like
work to glow undimmed through
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patient
by
only
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Arid this reward is
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of VTtisoQamic Sessions.
Judge: DIANA.

Attorneys for Defendant

JUDGE:

'"

LOVE and H'ART

:

Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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shall sing

v\

ithout ceasing
"Of
I

:

the airts the wind can blaw
dearly like the West."
a"

Mattie must Cart-her husband daily to and
from his place of business.

Mamie

shall

never escape from the Bond oi matrimony.

Lena must keep
Nannie

silence

when (shade

of

Dickens forgive

us!) « Willis

is

barkinV

shall Walk- er -self tired.

Fleetwood shall keep the Berry she has picked.

May must

always

let Jeff-rise

when he wishes

Fannie shall suffer the penalty of her

Annie must see

"

to.

Reply

to

Hayne."

that the Cogs of her Professor's
patience neither

bum

nor

rust.

Rosa must neither Con-nor read the Doctor's
books.

The Mark

of Georgie's crime shall Yr/ her
conscience all her days.

Jennie must pick up Scraps

Mayme

R.,

all

her

life.

being a lover of flowers,

may now

BACHELOR and PLATO.

-.-*

sentence to become a Wrens-fr'6>ze/.

I

Emily

«

:

Cull 'um to her heart's content.
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COLLEGE MARSHALS.

Statistics.

Our first attempt to secure the statistics of Winthrop College was a very difficult undertaking. There was an
inclination on the part of the students to treat this important matter as a joke, and contrary to the request of the
editors many ridiculous replies were submitted.
However, after a careful investigation ot the votes, the following
interesting conclusions were reached

:

Minnie Brock was declared the prettiest girl in the college, Annie Marshall coming
Agnes Corbett is undoubtedly the best girl.
Susan Moses received the largest number of votes for the smartest girl.
Maggie Kirkley lays claim to being the neatest girl.
Lida Neil is credited with being the best dancer.
Our biggest " dudine " is Mary Hunter, with Ionia Murray as close second.
Nan Hill was voted the sweetest girl.
The largest number of votes for the most stylish girl was given to Mae O' Bryan.
The votes for the vainest girl ranged widely Elise Watson finally taking the lead.
Daisy Marshall has the honor of being the most original girl.
Lucy Reed was unanimously voted the most artistic girl.

in for

second place.

—

Sadie Schiffley ranks as our chief poet.

The race for the biggest baby was uncontested, Katherine Stribling sailed in without
Mary Swaffield and Ida Verclier share the honor of being the cutest girl.
For the best read student Rosa Shaw received the largest number of votes.
Janet McLure and Mary Swaffield are " the long and the short of it."

a rival.

Georgie Steedley ranks as our best musician.
May Brock received the largest number of votes for the wittiest girl in the College.
Fleetwood Montgomery was declared the best gymnast, without opposition.
Lona Tillman was thought to be our best cook.
The distinction of being the cheekiest girl belongs to Lila NeaLj
Clodia Baynham lays claim to being the meekest girl.
The vote for the greatest flirt was somewhat divided, Mary Hunter finally winning the race.
Annie Whitmire was voted the most conceited girl, with Mae O'Bryan and Annie Perry not far
The majority of the students have brown hair and blue eyes.
The average shoe worn, No. 3.

in the rear.

have been in love seventy per cent, are in love now. Thirty per cent, have never
been engaged twenty-six per cent, have been engaged once sixteen per cent, twice eight per cent, three times
four per cent, seven times five per cent, eight times six per cent, ten times three per cent, countless times.
Seventy-five per cent, expect to marry fifteen per cent, have decided to become old maids ten per cent.—
future shrouded in gloom.
Eighty per cent, of the

girls

;

;

;

;

;

Forty-five per cent, curl their hair

;

twenty-three per cent, possess natural curls.

opposed to young men wearing moustaches.
Everybody in favor of two weeks holiday at Christmas.

Ninety-nine per cent, are

;

;

;

;

;
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want to be

ambition.

a Senior.

the Seniors stand,
With curls upon my forehead,

And with

A diploma in my hand.
There right before all Winthrop
So glorious and so bright,

poem

or history,

I'll

read the

I'll

be there every night.
1

I

never will be weary,

Nor ever shed a tear,
Nor ever know a sorrow,
Nor ever feel a fear.
But beautiful and happy
I'll

sit

I'm

weak and

Have gone away to

foolish,

live.

And if fail in English
And all my hopes do fly,
A double star from '•Breazy'
Will raise them to the sky.
1

there in full sight,

And with the other Seniors
I'll

know

But the teachers will forgive,
For many other Seniors

be there every night.

Oh then I'll be a Senior,
Among the Seniors stand,
!

With curls upon my forehead,
A diploma in my hand.
And there before all Winthrop,
So glorious and so bright,
I'll

join the loved

Alumnae

Upon Commencement

n

night.

—

—

'

—

;

3mgles<
LOST-MY SCRATCH-PAD.
It's a

EPITAPH ON A WINTHROP
Here

lies a

poor

girl

who

always was

GIRL.

It's a

precious old book,
ragged old book,

WINTHROP OF YORE.

That old scratch-pad of mine.

tired;

She lived in a college where teachers were hired.
Her last words on earth were. "Dear friends

I

am

1

To where there's no cooking, nor drawing, nor

going

sewing";

But everything there is exact to my wishes,
For where they don't eat, there's no wiping
of dishes.
I'll be where loud
anthems will always be ringing",
But having no voice, I'll get out of
sight-singing.
Don't mourn for me now; don't mourn
for me ever,
For I'm going to do nothing for ever
and ever.

1

never saw
never

How dear to our hearts are the old days of Winthrop,
When fond recollection presents them to view.
How on Sunday we hid behind screen and curtain

a fairer,

owned

a dearer,

would not have you
Or erase a single line.
I

tear 'er

And if you come across it,
Remember that los' it
An in my room please toss

And did all those smart things we once used to do.
The trash-littered hall-way, the paper tilled basket,
The tacks in the wall, and the ink on the floor.

How

Reward,

WHEN

I

I'll

I

take

my

often torn

found,

a

When
do,

I'll

books down from the

shelf

I

get time

some letters then,
have owed for weeks and

write

That

I

When

I

To many, many men.

dream of bliss,
month, a year from now-

day, a

But
I

I

can't finish this,

have no time.

window

resides next door.

it,

dime.

an ancient spinster,

And she stoppeth one

"By

"The dining-room doors

of three,

thy frozen smile and glittering
eye

Now

wherefore stopp'st thou

me

are

opened

wide,

?"

And

I

am

out of place.

The beef is tough, there is grist enough
The time Is short to race."

get time

0, glorious

A

who

OPEN RIDDLES.
It is

weeks,

And study them through and through.

girl

The rule breakingWinthrop, the noisemakingWinthrop.
The dust-panless Winthrop, we lived in of yore.

GET TIME,

I

I

I've

if

listened with head out of

it

That old scratch-pad of mine.
For sadly do moan it,

Although

we

For the voice of the

I

When get time
know what shall

intently

I

She holds her with her slender hand,
" But you must wait," quoth she.

Nodding their heads before them go
The hungry company.

"Singles

— Contmueb,

ADIEU TO SOLID GEOMETRY.
Farewell, tlmu

Of many

a

most deserted hook,

Thou

complication,

For

And not a sight of lingering look
Shall mark our separation.

art

my

with truths too mighty

frail

mind to

Or else thou art the juice
Of foolishness and trash.

Some

IPe l^ane

J -n -

1

McL

—

filled

grasp,

Long thou
I've

distilled

my

hast been

constant chum;

nursed thee soon and

And thus

caressing,

The very name to

1

late;

have learned

hate.

(geometrical Pupils.

having length, but

e is a line

neither breadth nor thickness.
- havinof length,
s - n is a cube
J - hn - - Wil
breadth and thickness.
L - na T - 11 - an is a plane— - having length and
breadth, but no thickness.
M y Sw - f - i - Id is a point— - having neither
length, breadth nor thickness.
But Geometry is lacking in this, that it has not told
us what an object is that has breadth and thickness,
but no length so what are we to call E - h - 1 C - - p - r ?

—

;

A CHEMICAL ROMANCE.
Said

'Time

Atom

to Molly Cule,

" Will you unite with
is

fleeting," sings the poet.

This mistake might have been spared
If he'd ever gone to science,
With the lesson unprepared.

And Molly Cule
"There's no

me

?"

did quick retort,

affinity."

Out in the wide world where soon we shall wander,
Our thoughts in the evening, how oft they will dwell

On those stories of Susan,
Beneath the electric light plant's shade,

Poor Atom hoped he'd meet

her;

But she eloped with a rascal Base,

And now her name's

Sal/ Pctre.

Those jokes of

his lecture

of Herbert, of Mildred,

— we know them so

well.

!

3trtgies

— Conttrmeb.

(NOT BY LONGFELLOW.

Tell

me

not

in

Chemistry is but a dream.
You must stand examinations
And things are not what they seem.

For

my

muffled

drums

Lives at

Winthrop

We

live a life of

Let us then be up

and doing,

Nor examinations

hate.

we're failing,

still

Hark the noise of
Hark

On

!

down

morning

us

fate.

Wind-blown

hair

and

icy nose;

Hopping, jumping, running, skipping,
What will warm our frozen toes ?

air.

Such

remind us

fame,

Chattering teeth and frozen fingers,

fairy footsteps,

the eastern stair;

the rattle of the pitchers

the early

all

attempting,

Learn to calmly bear our

Tripping

can

to study for

a creaking, splashing, sprinkling,

Just before the warning bell;
Here's a

crowd of

fair

Rebeccas

Winthrop' s going to the

well.

to-morrow

Harder than we did to-day.

And departing leave behind
Many zeroes to our name.

are beating

Funeral marches to the grave.

Still

And

cranium's hard as coal.

Exams, are long and time is fleeting,
And our hearts, tho' stout and brave,
Still like

Not enjoyment, only sorrow
Is our destined end or way,

An atom's real, an atom's earnest,
And my brain is not its goal.
Unknown thou art, unknown remainest,

mournful numbers,

3ingks

IS IT
Is

it

Is

it

Is it

If

— Conttrmeb.

ANY TEACHER'S BUSINESS?

any teacher's business if a girl slips out to call ?
hall ?
Or during study hour trips lightly through the
see,
to
goes
girl
she
the
who's
business
any teacher's
to be
What the number of her room and floor may happen for

any teacher's business if she stays till it is late ?
she leaves with her room-mate
Is it any teacher's business who

If

If

they chance to

Is it
?

Is it

come together upon

any teacher's business

Is it

?

the last bell rings at night

she doesn't feel like sleeping when
light
any teacher's business, if she don't turn off the

she goes to take a walk on a pleasant afternoon,
n't come back soon
Is it any teacher's business if she does

?

the public street,

whom that

girl

may choose

to greet

any teacher's business if she wants to make a noise,
girl her time employs
Is it any teacher's business how that

would really like to know;
any teacher's business?
wish the teachers wouldn't try to make it
If it's not

?

?

1

so.

1

?

Is it

We
It

'Tis a dreadful thing at

were crouched behind the curtain,

would dare to call,
Winthrop

Not

a girl

was

half past ten at

And

a teacher

walked the

As

"Girls, put out that light."

hall.

But another calmly answered,
As she took her comrade's hand,

Then we kissed the
And we drew the

"Are not fibs as good at Winthrop
As in any other land ?"

When

'Where

are

you going,

'I'm going to English,

'What

to

do

So we shuddered there in silence,
Each one busy with her prayers;
"We are caught," one poor girl whispers,

Winthrop

To be staying out at night,
And to hear the teacher saying,

there,

my

my
sir,"

pretty maid

she said.

pretty maid?"

'I'm going to read there, sir," she said.

Lo

?'

little

a teacher's voice she hears.

maid,

curtain near;

the door we opened,
The teacher was not there.

at last
!

?"
What are your studies, my pretty maid
'Chaucer and Wordsworth, sir," she said.
1

Then whom will you marry, my pretty maid
'Winthrop girls don't marry, sir," she said.

?'

'

10=,
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A young man out of restful bed did one bright morning
rise
To snatch his rifle dark and dread and seek in hunter's
guise
A rendezvous in thicket deep, quite hid from mortal
eyes,
Where one who also rose from sleep did meet him armed
'likewise.
With dark design of war and blood they took their
horrid stand—
The trunks of trees before them stood as targets

to their hand.
Their arms are bent, their shaking feet firm planted
on the land,
Their hearts intent on vengeance sweet against the
Spanish band.
The red-eyed goddess present there did both their souls
inspire,

Blew all the stiffness from their limbs and set their
hearts on fire.
Their guns went off with loud report, more sweet
a thousand times
Than any lesson e'er stammered forth of figures or of
rhymes;
For vengeance summoned all to arms who'd
read the tale of Maine.
But presently, from bush behind, four laughing
eyes there peeped;

Two maidens fair on walking bent,
When on

air's

their laps with flowers

had heaped.'

upper region the sound of shot arose,

And

these before the warriors stood, at first with
horror froze
Their bounding blood, then thoughts more light
by far
Of lessons which they'd learn no more when these
should go to war
Pushed to their minds, and laughter low rang on
the morning air.
With wheeling steps and hazed look turned the
martial pair—

A look which melted as a cloud when they saw pictured
there
The triumph of this merry crowd without a single
care.
The warlike godess routed now, retreated from her
place,
Another vengeance worse by far gave firmness to
each face.
Uprose that spiteful spirit which rules o'er teachers'
hearts,

Oft brings them out thro'

snow and

rain their

knowledge

to'

impart;

The martial gun they've cast aside, with crayons
now they' re armed'
With Dullard girls they wage to-day a wordy
war unharmed.

-mm-

Cfyc Confessions of a ZITousc.
being in sane mind, and feeling it my duty to aid in every way the purpose of the faculty in making this a
quiet and orderly college, do hereby write out in full my experience of one night in room No. 300, 13th floor.
The last stroke of the ten-thirty bell had scarcely died away, when I, falsely thinking that all girls would be
sweetly dreaming of examinations, poked my head out of a crack in the bureau drawer where I had fixed my habitation.
But what a sight I beheld
I quickly drew my head back in fear and consternation, for there, in this room
I,

!

made

were just five girls.
Soon a tremor like that of an earthquake, accompanied by a terrible noise as of thunder, was felt. Overcome
by curiosity I peered over the edge of the drawer to learn the cause of this unusual sound. Four demure little
maidens had laid hold of the two little white beds and were pulling them into the middle of the room to make one.
The dignified President of the Society was calmly stealing a ride whilst one third of the Executive Committee and
one half of the Editors vainly expostulated.
A waterproof was over the transom and no doubt the sentinel thought the light was out, but I knew better. A
blanket and two quilts were hung gracefully over the window to keep the light from being seen by the night watchman, and thus safe from all detectives these rule-breaking girls were prepared to enjoy a feast, yes, actually a feast.
Lemonade was made in the pitcher, not without trouble, as the lemons were cut with scissors and the drink was
stirred with a long pencil.
The sugar had been hooked under the very eyes of the dragon who presided
over table No. 49. Pickles were fished for with a hat pin, cakes were reposing peacefully side by side with fried
chicken in a box lid. Surely the time had come when the wolf and lamb lay down side by side.
At last tne revel was ended because there was no more to be devoured, and the five young ladies retired.
Doubtless Morpheus had his arms full, as there were two in a bed and one over.
Snickers and giggles were heard for some time, but at last I was rejoiced to perceive that quiet reigned. But
no, for now a ghostly phantom was seen gliding towards the window.
It seated itself and gazed towards the High
School. A shriek from the bed, " Oh, that's not fair to get up at night and look at the boys' school." The young
lady was seized and dragged back to bed, and now in truth the night of terror was ended.
I heard the next morning that each of these fair maidens was late to breakfast and that something; was the
matter with the clock; it was too slow.
By Sunday morning this quintette had not recovered, for each of them
marched over to the infirmary to get excused from church.
The most objectionable features of these exploits are the wear and tear of the bed clothes, used to conceal the
the light, the use of pencils in making lemonade I hold this to be diametrically opposed to the real purpose of a
pencil's life, and the spearing of pickles with hat pins, as every one knows that hat pins were made to keep things on
with, not to take things out with. And last, but not least, think of any teacher laboring under such a delusion as to
believe that these girls were quietly in bed. This is terrible, for everyone knows the Pope is infallible.
for two,

—
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TIME: Fourth Period, Friday.
i

Dramatis Person.*...

Professor of Mathematics.

J class in Solid
'

ACT
Scene

:

Recitation

The

Room

of Professor of

:

I.

Mathematics.

Professor conducting the recitation.

ACT
Scene

Geometry.

Very small mouse.

II.

The same.
Enter Mouse.
Snicker from

class.

Mouse advances slowly towards
"

the Professor.

Breazy," rushing- wildly for a chair.

only a mouse."

" It's

only a mouse, young ladies,

Hepicro of

ttje

"Sturm unb Prang"

pcrioo.

on the bedpost, "did it ever occr to you how many
dear" begins the coat from his perilous position
all to the
"
I give a great start and
since we have been at Winthrop
stranee experiences we have passed through
owner
fair
our
and
It is the night before Commencement,
of my companion.
flooi overcome ov this sudden remark
throw
grief
I
with
Overcome
flinging us over the bed-post in disgust.
has an tiouralo discarded us for the last time,
alas,
but
sigh
m her white graduating silk we both heave a
myself on thebed in aheap, and as we see her arrayed
the bed, and takes no notice of us.
she thinks it is the wind rustling in the garments on
with his own thoughts, so you may
"ke she has departed we remain in sorrow and silence, each one busy
remark. As I lay there I
hock I received on hearing my companion's sudden
imagine 1
pas"d
we had both passed.
with sorrow of the many struggles through which
in the full odare of the light and I thought
with
a hair
on
twisted
is
which
one,
lost except
is gone, all his buttons are
Hi tmn imn "limp
P at h5 side, his collar
Not
appearance.
dilapidated
and
holes, and altogether he presents a gray
fin wMe hefe lnd there appear great
future, but I thought of the lines,
aware of my inspection, he spoke very cheerfully of the
"0 wad some power the giftie gie us

"My

!

;

™' ^XbTh

To

However,

I

had not the heart

to

see oursel's as others see us

his rising cheerfulness
both certainly present a

dampen

"

!

by

my own

morbid

fancies,

»

Irirjed

to speak

^ ^f^ZT^L
^gem We

worn out appearance, hut
hopefully as possible of the future. We
acquired great
one converse with us he will find we have
tained more than makes up for this deficiency if any
with Arsemuretted
Lnoldge We have obtained some zoological information we have experimented te ol
Dynamical,
°"
know something of the different divisions of Geology Cosmieal,
o In
phj ^ticaTl!hrari"
and
pedagogical
**£°V*1
ransacked
have
we
and
have made many astronomical observations,
band
afl
ram,
he
boarded
I
a certain sunshiny day when
our respective brains. But my imagination goes hack to
my first trip on the railroad an d I hook all^ove with
was
It
new with never a speck of dust to be found near me.
hours for something to
fear as we dashed on and on, but after waiting several
novel
the trees and fields whirl by. It was indeed a
watching
was all risrht I took courage and employed the time in
other
numerous
length we came to a station where we me
Ixperience and I thought life was worth living then. At
bright as we did, and I was
kirts and els exactly* like us. They all looked as
What deUgh
looked at the beautiful buildings
made. By and by we arrived at Winthrop, and as I
leave you to conjecture.
I
undeceived
"
How soon I was
" with nothing to do but study a little."
said I
shall have
me. bu at las
spillshould
trembling lest something
Breaktlt was served immediately and I sat with fear and
visit to_the
first
ott,
remember
How distinctly I
we went away from the table and 1 breathed freely once more.
;

;

:

f
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chapel and the hundreds of other coats and skirts we saw there,
all alike save that some were long and
narrow others
short and wide. Then came examinations. I was in the
examination room all day and instead of sleeping at nio-ht
did nothing but stare into space, and so strange and
wonderful did these examinations appear to me that I have never
quite overcome the impression they made on me. After
examinations I did not feel
my companion was somewhat more sober also. But finally we settled down to work,as bright as before and I noticed
examinations were a thing of
the past, and we were happy once more. During our
first year we passed through many and
varied experiences.
About a month after our arrival at Wmthrop every coat and skirt was
given such a cleaning and dusting as was never
heard of before. This was
anticipation of the Atlanta trip.
stayed only three davs, but during those three
days I saw enough to last an ordinary skirt her lifetime.
On our return we came bv Clemson, and if Atlanta was
wonderful, Clemson was more wonderful still. Here we saw
gray coats and shining brass buttons in every directionHow sooer we looked beside our brothers. But we looked quite different when
we left Clemson, for we wore the
brass buttons and thetr coats shone resplendent in
Wmthrop ornaments. No skirt or coat at Wmthrop ever forgot
that trip, and the less fortunate ones who stayed at
home were never tired of hearing us tell of our adventures
came back, coats minus buttons, skirts dusty and torn but after
a careful brushing and mending we were presentime
g
May
W6nt ° n piCniC ThG ° nl >' thin t0 mar
enjoyment was that my
"
^\
^
friend the coat was left behind
hanging on a peg in the closet looking verv disconsolate^ and
folorn, while a shirt
waist, whicn has been my mortal enemy ever since,
took his place. After comforting him as best I could, we
departed
and having arrived at the grounds, spent the day in fun and
frolic.
It was there I tore that horrible rent down
mv'
side, and while hunting ferns over yonder I
got all muddy, but I had no uneasiness on that account.
I had had exT
my
triP
C
6 h ° me latG at mght Very We
but the ha PP iest set of skir ts in the world.
After another month s stay we left Wmthrop to go back
to our homes for the summer, and all during
these months
"7 C ° mpani0n the Coat hun §' in the cl °set gloomy and despondent, always complaining

m
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We
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Here we met many old iriends, but alas, what was my surprise and
chagrin to see skirts which
were brand new and so stiff that they rustled by without
deigning to glance at me. I felt ashamed to show mv face
and when a new skirt passed by I shrank back as far as
possible.
And as for my friend, the coat, he really brought
the tears to my eyes when I looked at him. A year
ago nothing had been more graceful than the way he bore himself
But he was very tightly made, very narrow, with very
few gathers and hung almost to the knees of the owner- his
front, also, was decorated with buttons.
Now, sad to relate, these new coats were made to suit the style
which had
lhen and he >' Were Ve
g
sh -t, with a decided ripple, and had only two buttons
in front.
You can
; and I
mag me the contrast,
was most grieved and indignant to see the looks of laughter and
ridicule as we walked by
the others. However,! made no comment on the
coat's appearance, so crestfallen did he look already.
But as soon
as we were settled again, my owner suddenly
took a very determined attitude, and grasping the coat in
one
hand and
the scissors m the other, whacked off the offending
appendage, and then when she had finished remodelling t and

came

to

W
nH
Wmthrop

tZ T"

A

^

hung it again in the closet beside me, we actually embraced each other, so delighted were we at the transformation.
The greatest event of our Sophomore year was the trip to Columbia. We were expecting great things, but when we
arrived we were very much disappointed to see the rain falling in torrents. My friend, the coat, complained all the
way up town, but presently we came to the football grounds, and when we gave the Winthrop yell the coat gave
such a jump that I was really anxious lest disastrous consequences might follow his imprudence. He certainly
enjoyed tlie game, clapping his sleeves wildly at some wonderful feat, and cheering, now the Carolina boys, now the
boys of Fort Hill. Then we went into the building and the coat privately informed me that he thought there was.
too great a crush to be stylish, so he was going to give up all thoughts ot appearances and enjoy the day. His.
statement was certainly to be relied on if one was to judge from his appearance that night. All day we skirts and
coats, sometimes with pants, sometimes alone, walked the streets of Columbia, going to the Penitentiary, State

during this time the coat was looking " much the worse for wear " on account of the rain. Happily, however, no one noticed his dripping appearance. Some of my friends and I dined with
a skirt who lived in the city, and we were entertained so royally that we forgot we were Winthrop coats and skirts.
However, all good things must have an end, and at last night came on and our day in Columbia was ended.
arrived at home worn out and very hungry, everybody except the coat, who would not eat anything but I noticed
many slices of ham and bread going into his pockets, by chance, as it were. Towards the last of the year many of
us beo-an to look rather seedy and we were also more sober and sedate than in our first year yet sometimes we had
great frolics, and in one of these, my friend, the coat, tore off one of his highly prized ripples on the radiator. The
third year we had risen to the dignity of Juniors, and many were our responsibilities. We were looked up to by the
Sophomore coats and skirts, and were proud of the distinction, although now I am inclined to think their veneration
and. awe was partly due to our aged and decrepit appearance. A part of our time we spent wandering round in search
During another part of the year we learned how to be economical—
of logarithms for our Trigonometry class.
politically but the greater part of our time, we skirts especially, gave to the chemical laboratory, for the coats after
having gone one time, were found to be so awkward in getting around the laboratory that they were not allowed to
The
enter, but were hung outside gazing in with eager and jealous eyes at the large aprons which took their place.
skirts tripped round, bringing now a bottle of H 2 S0 47 now a glass of 3NaF, ALFo and performing all the experiments possible. Many times have I had a quarrel with HNO3 or the NCE., always getting the worst of it, sometimes
getting scars which will remain with me always sometimes I would be almost carried off my feet by the terrific
noise made by that Ncl? all because he happened to be in an explosive humor that day. Before I returned to Winthrop I had great ideas as to how a Senior should look, so my friend and I had a consultation and decided to get our
owner to turn us on the other side and see if that would not improve our threadbare appearance. Accordingly when
we arrived at Winthrop we felt like new beings, and once more I walked proudly among my companions. That was
one of my busiest years, and something was always happening to scare me and make me think I would n't graduate
along with my other companions. In May the Juniors gave the Seniors a reception and my hopes fell 273 below

House and other places

of interest, but all

We

;

;

;

;

0°C when

I found that the coat and I were not invited, all on account of that paltry thing, appearance.
Many tears
shed in secret over that slight, although I was a little comforted when I found that no skirts and coats were inNevertheless the coat and I have never forgotten the slight and we resolved to pay those light-headed
vited.
organdies back next winter. It is getting very late and the coat is snoring loudly, and I am dozing myself. My
owner has just come in, picked me up from the floor and thrown me across the trunk. To-morrow I shall be packed
up with my faithful companion and taken away from Winthrop, and I feel as blue as possible, considering the indigo
has all been washed out of me during the past four years, and I have a slight presentiment that the rag-bag will be
my destination. But I can't but feel encouraged when I think of the good wishes offered by all my skirt and coat
friends to-day. For as most of them were threadbare there could easily be seen through and I saw that they were
sincere.
So I take this as an omen and calmly await the future, knowing that I have done the very best my blue

did

I

sero-e

could afford.

Ctbtncc

Drive not tacks into the walls,

lest

Touch not anything whatsoever
Slam not your

doors, lest

you come

to

(Strls.

harm.

in the laboratory, but wait

you disturb the slumber

Neither sling buckets down the

IXcw

to

stairs at

and tremble until commanded.

of others.

midnight.

teacher nab thee.
not out of thy room during study-hour, lest a
reported.
Stay not home from church on Sunday, lest you be
in hand and corrected.
not your room after the light bell, lest you be taken

Go

Leave

Whistle not

Hook
Lend

"

Hot-times in the old town to-night,"

lest

you be reproved.

in the hall and be sent back.
not anything from the dining-room, lest you meet "Jap"
back of themselves.
not your coats nor your hats, for they come not
serious.
not any property belonging to the college, lest it be

Damage

Borrow everything you can

of

your neighbors

Join not either Society lest you be
If

you obey

all

made

these laws, in time you

;

return not any article.

editor of the Annual.

may come

to

be a

P. G. of

^mr

Winthrop Normal and Industrial

College.

THE CHIROMANCY OF A WINTHROP GIRL'S HAND.

"UOliat

(gtril

is

in

IHy $anb?

THE LINE OF

LIFE.

Will probably live a hundred and fifty years.
Strong
A medium space between the Line of Life and the Line of the Headprudence in experimenting in the laboratory.

-Energy and

go-ahead, but not

much

Inconstancy.
A fork at commencement
A warning of
line
the
of
center
the
in
A fork
Moonof
the
Mount
the
towards
going
A tassel

diminishing forces.
tell
-Prospective insanity brought on by a vain attempt to
from the dmmgAlso danger of overwork from the carrying of bread

the difference between a leaf and a leaflet.

room.

A

cross

Accident in early life— being sent

to

Winthrop.

THE LINE OF THE HEART.
Starting from the third phalanx of the

first

finger-

-Lack

.

.

standing
of success in all directions, especially in

examinations.
Very long

Murderous instinct towards all rats.
Flirtatious disposition.
Chained
-Engagement broken, but not by subject
Broken under the Mount of SaturnA romantic disposition.
Well developed

s fault

or desire.

LINE OF THE HEAD.
Headache.
Chained
-Flightiness.
Long, faintly tracedof Life
Line
the
to
close
Running
loss of

Lack of concentration.
Threatened with brain fever; brain too large

memory.

m
.

Rising in the Mount of the

Unexpected happiness

Moon

in passing

-,...,

_

for size of head.

Also

^

Solid Geometry.

LINE OF FATE.

Long

Fated never

to receive a diploma.

LINE OF THE SUN.
Science from want

Failure in
Lacking.
Lines of Marriage
Irregular

of concentration.

Innumerable.
Lines of Worry
-Talent for dodging teachers.
Star towards beginning of the Line of the Heart—
Ingenuity in slipping during study hour.
Star on the Mount of Mars
Denotes a strong propensity to hook sugar.
Star on the Line of Intuition
boys at receptions.
A single line on the Mount of Saturn- -Very great luck in finding High School
to learn Chemistry.
efforts
Many confused lines on the Mount of Jupiter- -Persistent, but unsuccessful
-A tendency to pluck flowers without permission.
A cross on the Mount of Mercury

—

Hetnseo Regulations
It is

not necessary here to give

requirements
I.

II.

ano

3, College.

the regulations governing the school, but simply to state the principal

:

Pupils will be allowed to receive any
regardless of relationship.

Every young lady
than ten

III.

all

of VD. XI,

number

will be allowed the privilege of

— college students preferred.

Any young

of visits

lady, who,

from young men,

at

any and

hours of the day,

all

corresponding with young men, the nnmber not to be

less

when

the bell rings, has not given the finishing touches to her toilet, or has a stray curl
proper place, will be allowed the required amount of time, provided she doesn't take over one
half hour. (This rule is made in order to prevent haste, for, as haste
is inelegant at all times, we think
this precaution should be taken to cultivate elegance and grace.)
All notes, bouquets, and marks of attention of any kind from young men in town are
thankfully received.
The college uniform, if not becoming, may be changed to suit the taste of the pupil.
All damage done to college property by pupils will be charged to and settled
promptly by the Faculty.
Parents are requested to send boxes of eatables as often as possible— No stipulations
as'to size and contents.
All driving of nails, tacks or pins in the wall insisted upon as excellent exercise
for the muscles.
Meals served at all hours.
Positively no light must be put out before 1:30 P. M.
Young ladies are required to eat with knife and drink tea from the spoon.
Positively all pitchers must be held by the spout in passing across the table.
Pupils are requested to take all eatables remaining on the table.
No pupil allowed to go to church on Sunday except by special permission of the President.
No pupil allowed to walk on the carpeting. This privilege reserved for Faculty only.
Rooms ready for inspection between midnight and dawn. Middle of floor swept weekly under beds semiannually Christmas and Commencement.
All dust should be swept into hallways dust-pans to be used simply for ornament.
No young lady allowed to spend the day out with friends in Rock Hill more than once in six months; once
in nine months preferred.
(This rule had to be made on account of the many numerous
invitations
to put in its

IV.

V
A

I.

VII.

VIII.

IX.

X.

XL
XII.
XIII.

XIV.

XV.
XVI.

1

—

X\

II.

;

;

XVIII.

(?)

received by the YVinthrop girls.)
XIX. All young ladies are requested to take a walk beyond the campus limits every afternoon.
These regulations have been made after long and serious consideration, and are deemed essential for the good
&
government and happiness of the members of such a large institution. They may all be summed up in
this one
expression, "Act according to your own sweet will."

I.

II.

III.

'Regulations for

tfje

<»

<%

Faculty should be in bed

members

<%

<%

<*

of

tfyc

faculty.

<%

at 9 o'clock sharp.

No attention from any young man
All

(government

in

Rock

of Faculty should be in their

Hill unless

rooms when

by

special permission of the girls.

first

study bell rings, and should not be seen any more

during the night.
IV. Faculty always excused from teaching unless by special request of the students.
V. Faculty required to attend church regularly.
Noah blue
VI. Prescribed uniform for lady members of Faculty— Blue felt sailor hat, fashioned after that of Mrs.
more than
of
consist
serge dress, made double-breasted reefer, slightly rippled in the back skirt not to
;

;

three gores, no colored ties allowed.
TuesVII. No shopping allowed except on Tuesday and Thursday. The Seniors will take the gentlemen down on
day and the ladies on Thursday.
VIII. All lists for shopping must be handed in to the Seniors two weeks before time.
IX. Receptions will be given the Faculty as often as is necessary for their social development.
X. Anv deviation from these rules will be severely punished according to the gravity of the offence.

;

Quotations.
"

Then gently scan your brother man,

Still gentler sister

Jane Thomas

When

"

she

But, alas

Nan Hill
Lila Neal

"The hand
'

.

.

Lona Tillman

left

the village she was shy

and alack

!

woman."

that hath

"
!

made you

"All (hair) that glistens

is

fair

hath

made you good."

not gold."

Mary Martin

Never do to-day what you can do tomorrow."
"I would the gods had made thee poetical."

Eloise Scaife

" I'll

Agnes Corbett
Annie Perry

"No

"

legacy

is

so nice as honesty."

"She draweth out the thread

Mary Hunter
Professor Johnson..

not budge an inch."

Love

Ellie Zemp

"

Speech

Daisy Lide

"In small proportions we

Daisy Marshall

"

Her opinion

Miss Florence Nance.

"

Her

Browne
Annie Whitmire

"

Her hands

" It is

Mai Smith

"

Julia Scheper

"I

Annie Marshall

"

ill

argument.

"Why don't the men propose, mamma?
Why don't the men propose?"
"

Lil

of her verbosity finer than the staple of her

.

bless him, joy
is

crown him, God speed

great, but silence

is

eye's dark

is

greater."

just beauties see."

always original."

charms

't

were vain

to tell."

are so very dainty."

a pity that she has so

much

learning, or that she has not a

Beauteous as image seen in dreamy sleep."
feel

Her

his career."

no care of coin."

face with thousand beauties blest."

little

more."

Quotations

Katherine Stribling. "Where

Kate Carter

you come from, baby dear?"

did

Kate, like the hazel twig

"

and slender, and

Is straight

As
MISS Ervin

— donttnueb.

as

brown

in

hue

hazel-nuts."

When

"

A

pain and anguish wring the brow,
ministering angel thou."

Fashioned so slenderly,
Young and so fair."

Hattie Banks

"

Jeanie Sprunt

"A rosebud

Maggie Anderson

"

Jennie Russell

"One

set

with

little

Stately and tall she
I

love,

two

Professor Brown. ..." Untwisting

The hidden
You have

all

I

wilful thorns."

moves

in the hall."

love, three

I

the chains that

soul of

love,

I

say."

tie

harmony."

a nimble wit."

May Brock

"

Jumelle Owens

"Alert was e'er in brain and tongue."

Edith Lyles

"

Addie McArthur

" If to

Raise thy tender eyes to mine."

her share some female errors fall,
Look on her face and you'll forget them

all."

Scotia Reed

"

Curly locks, curly locks, wilt thou be mine."

Miss Cole

"

Ever charming, ever new."

Miss Wickliffe

"To those who know thee not, no words can paint,
And those who know thee, know all words are faint."

Lucilla Booker

"As headstrong

Miss McLaurin

"

Her

statue tall— I hate a

Eva Verdier

"

For

my

Mary Swaffield

" She's a

as

an allegory on the banks of the Nile."

part, getting

dumpv woman."

up seems not

so easy

by half

as lying."

winsome, wee thing."
H9

I

II

Quotations

Susan Moses

,

.

.

She

"

.

Receptions

will talk

good gods, how she

;

One polished horde,
Formed of two mighty

"

Janie Thompson

"I chatter, chatter as

Minnie Brock

"

She

Virgil Norris

"As merry

Dr. Kinard

"

Ethel Cooper
Maggie Suggs

"I speak

Nelle Evans
Mabel Montgomery.

He

is

milie
-

as the

day

May Williams

"Oh
"No

Ella Brock

"

is

long."

a verray parfit, gentil knyght."
in a

monstrous

voice."

little

y sa 3 we are almost as like as eggs.
1

r

"Is she not passing
.

go."

Exceedingly well read."

l-

'

and Bored."

pleasant, too, to think on."

"

Sadie Tosey

tribes, the Bores

!

pretty to walk with,
witty to talk with,

Lucy Reed

,,

I

will talk

is

And
And

)

— Continued.

then

I

see

fair

"
?

Queen Mab has been with you."

better than she should be."

Her waist

is

ampler than her

life

;

Bessie Salley

"Tall, slender, straight, with

Hattie Wannamaker.

"

Her eyes as stars of twilight fair,
Like twilight, too, her dusky hair."

May Cherry

"

Come, and

On

trip

it,

as

you

all

for life

is

but a span.

the graces blest."

go,

the light fantastic toe."

Edna Hull
Bertha Wells

"I never saw so young a body with so old a head."

Edith Stewart

"

Lola Casey

"A companion

120

"

Barkis

is willin'."

Let independence be our boast."
that

is

cheerful

is

worth gold."

Quotations— dontinuec.
green you are and fresh."

Freshman Class

"

How

Miss Pearson

"

Order

Lottie Blake

"

Your

"

She's as sober as a judge."

Margaret Douglas.

.

.

Daisy Yates

" I

Frances Parish

"

Tosie

is

heaven's

do but sing because

Who
If

"A

Grace Carson

law."

locks are like the raven."

I

must."

says the Faculty don't like

"I care for nobody

MacSwain

first

nobody

no, not

;

cares for

me ?

I,

me."

sweet, attractive kind of Grace."

temple like a red fleece
Margaret Burnet. ..." Her auburn locks hung on her
"
Was I made for nothing but to write ?
" Heavens
ROSA Shaw

"

!

"

Ida Verdier

Unthinking,

idle,

laughed and danced and talked and sung."

I

am

the very pink of courtesy."

Irene Ayres

" I

Anne McIver
Carrie Timmons

"She speaks an

JOSIE

"

'.

Perhaps

" I

Bonner

wild and young,

am

all

infinite deal of nothing."

grow."

she'll

the daughters of

my

father's house,

Margaret Young

"

Does she not hold up her head,

Katie Lide

"

Behold the child."

Editors

"

We

"1

'.

Miss Roberts/.
Miss

tell

you

at

my

.

.

"As chaste

as

it

all

the brothers too."

were, and strut in her gait

"
?

our wits' end."

disposition.

"I must be cruel only

Woodrow

Nell McCullough.

both be

as

and

to

I

am wholly

addicted to

be kind."

unsunned snow."

DR. Miller

"

Earth's noblest

Miss Smith

"

Her

thing— a woman

perfected."

voice was ever soft, gentle and low."

rarities.

Things new take me.

Quotations

Mae O'Bryan

"

Will no one

Ge<3RGIE Steedley

"

What

Alicia Mazyck

"

Happy am

Nellie Cunningham

"

Heydie Brown

"She doeth

Bertha Kirkley

"A little nonsense now and

tell

me what

— (Lonclubeb.

she

sino- s

?

"

fairy-like musie steals over the sea,
Entrancing our senses with charmed melody?"

Silence

is

I

;

from care I'm

free."

deep as eternity."
little

kindnesses which most leave undone or despise.

then

relished by the wisest men."

Is

Mary Sadler

"

Cooling Class

"My

With

beautiful red hair formed for

cake

is

all

the witching arts of love.

dough."

Sub Fresh

"And

Miss Condon

"

Reports

"If you have tears to shed, prepare to shed them now."

Miss Johnston

Pawnee Jones

Man delights not me."
"A college joke to cure the
"No queen of Grecian line

Maggie Kirkley

"

Her

Mabel Moorer

"

O

she melted the hearts
Of the swains in them parts."

"

That tongue

I

am

nothing

if I

am

blank,

my

not critical."

.

.

.
.

studie was but

lite!

blues."
e'er

braided more luxuriant hair."

on the Bible."

!

Janie Wylie

"Of

Sadie Schiffley

"

Fleetwood Montgomery.

"

of thine is not the shortest

lovers she had a full score."

She was

a nervous timid child."

She reasoned without plodding long,

Nor ever gave her judgment wrong."

Helen Booker
122

lord."

"

Florence Aimar

Lil Stevens

For

A

what's her history?

•<

Last but not least."

limb about thee."

Hulcs

for

Conquering

tfyc

Stuoy

enemy which destroys your happiness.
can
be cured by persistent effort.
II. Realize that
III. Attack it diligently as something to be overcome.
least good
IV. Realize that it never has done and never can do the
I.

Realize

it

fyabit.

as an
it

It

wastes vitality and impairs the mental

faculties.

constantly during study hours
V. Help your neighbor in conquering this habit by visiting her
habit.
study
the
from
VI. Induce others to begin the work of emancipation

COLLEGE AUDITORIUM.
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CORNER

IN

THE ART STUDIO.

.

C^dh

R. L.

BRYAN &

CO.,

GOOD TASTED
May
in

Booksellers

be shown
the selection of

BICYCLES

Stationers

as well as in

anb
ESTABLISHED

1844.

Printers

COLUMBIA,

other matters.

S. C.

It is

good form

to ride

RAMBLERS.
A

full line of

Books and Stationery and Fancy

Articles.

Our Printing Department
is now Complete
....

Catalogue

Work

for

IDEALS ARE GOOD WHEELS ALSO.
PRICES GREATLY REDUCED-^sssa^^

W. H. Gibbes,

a Specialty.

Write

They are the Acme of the Cycle Art.

Samples and Prices.

Columbia,

S. C.

Jr.,

RODDEY MERCANTILE

CO.,

FEWELL &

R. T.

CO.,

THE LARGEST

f 2Hercf?anbtse*f

Dry (Boobs
Stove v
miMi

ROCK

v * *
IT!

HILL,

SOUTH CAROLINA.

UPPER CAROLINA.

.... CARRYING THE MOST UP-TO-DATE GOODS TO BE HAD

Special Attention Always Given
WE MAKE

A SPECIALTY

OF

^tne Dress (Boobs anb (Erimmmijs

$aiv IDintfyrop ^rknbs,
to ZHcttcfy

Whose Needs we Keep Constantly
OUR

To

in

View.

LINE OF

i^^^^^^^^^^^^

WHITE GOODS, ORGANDIES, LAWNS,
EMBROIDERIES, LACES, HOSIERY,
CORSETS and FANCY ARTICLES
:

:

In

our Stock they will always

:

find a

Collection of Goods

Includes all the Novelties of the Season.

selected with the desire of suit-

^^^^ ^^^^
THE RECOGNIZED LEADERS
•izr-t?

ITlattings, Carpets,

IN FINE

ing'

"FOOT WEAR."

Winthrop

•& •£? -^- *^- 'Cv ^«

Hugs anb

their tastes.

fjouse furnishings.

our

always goes

in

store.

Write for Samples; they can be had for the asking.

RODDEY MERCANTILE
ROCK

HILL, S. C.

CO.,

R. T.

FEWELL &
ROCK

HILL,

S. C.

CO.,

A.

FREIDHEIM
(ESTABLISHED

ROCK

BRO.,

<&

S.

.

.

THE

.

.

.

FIRST NATIONAL

*

1866.)

HILL,

.

:

C.

OF ROCK HILL,

+

BANK +

S. C.

TO A WINTHROP STUDENT
STATE, COUNTY AND CITY DEPOSITORY.

WE NEED NO INTRODUCTION;
TO THOSE

WHO

ANTICIPATE

COMING TO WINTHROP

Capital,

-

$75,000 00
75,000 00
75,000 00

-

$185,000 00

Surplus
.

.

WE BEG TO INTRODUCE OURSELVES

<»AND
That

YOUR WAN TS

is

.

Our Store the

Additional Liability of Stockholders
.

.

Total Protection to Depositors

SAY^

our study
.

.

and

.

.

We

Banking.

place to satisfy

Your Business

Solicited.

YOUR WANTS,

OUR MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT is under the personal supervision of the
Firm, and selections may be made, goods ordered, and all business conducted with the unqualified guarantee of same treatment in every particular as if the transaction were made here in person.

-'

offer the public Safety, Courtesy, and the Lowest Rates in

.

W.

L.

RODDEY, President.
T. L.

L.

C.

W.

JOHNSTON,

HARRISON, Assistant Cashier.

J.

RODDEY, Vice-President.

Cashier.

PAUL WORKMAN, Book-keeper.

CAROLINA NATIONAL BANK
OF COLUMBIA,
WYLIE JONES,

W. A.
Cashier.

CLARK,

President.
G. M.

WALKER,

w!

B.

Col. R. M.

WALLACE.

WYLIE JONES.

LOWRANCE.

EXCHANGE BANK*

Teller.

State, City

CHAS. W. WRIGHT.

6c

OF SOUTH CAROLINA.

S. C.

-=DIRECTORS^W. A. CLARK.
W. J.nDUFFIE.

>LOAN

A. H.

WHITE.

J. S.

OTULLER.

L. D.

and County Depository, Columbia,

S. C.

CHILDS.
(I

j

Capital Stock

|

Surplus Fund

/

------

Other Profits

Capital paid in Full
$100,000 00
100,000 00
45,000 00

§

Surplus

f

Liabilities of

$150,000 00
35,000 00
150,000 00

-

-

Stockholders

II

ll
»l
II

1

$335,000 00

II
II

II

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
Interest allowed at the rate of 4 per cent,

November

1,

on

all

per annum, payable

deposits in this Department

from

May

l

and

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.

$\ and up.

COLUMBIA PHOSPHATE CO.

Interest at the rate of 4 per centum per annum paid on deposits
in this department.

TRUST DEPARTMENT.

MANUFACTURERS OF—
STANDARD HIGH GRADE

#0€

i

FERTILIZERS,
AMMONIATED FERTILIZERS
of all

Grades

,

ACID PHOSPHATE with POTASH,
ACID PHOSPHATE without POTASH,

<

<j

?

CTuall^StS

Ot all (500bS

J

j

S ll[[ ^

©UaraUtCCO.

I

(

i^O=§;

SAFETY DEPOSIT DEPARTMENT.
Fire and burglar proof safety deposit boxes for rent from $4.00
to $12.00 per year.

Fertilizer Materials.

SPECIALBRANDS OF ANY DESIRED ANALYSIS MADE TO ORDER
Carelul attention paid to

charter exercises the

)n

DEALERS IN
German Kainit,
Cotton Seed Meal,
Nitrate of Soda,
Ground Dried Blood,
all

its

office of Executor, Administrator, Trustee
or Guardian of Estates.

)

Dissolved Bone.

and

This bank under special provision of

all

EDWIN W. ROBERTSON,

Prompt shipment.

J.

Columbia, S. C.

A. C.

HASKELL,

President.

orders.

CALDWELL ROBERTSON, Second Vice
Q. M. BERRY, Cashier.

Vice President.
President.

^f^ '^ '^ '^ '^ '^ '£7 '^9999^^.

m
T W.
#

RECKLING §

A.

£(K]E§fafo
THINGS TO REMEMBER.
abc

«

o

o

State

Company,

South Carolina,

®

is

tfye

morning paper

also equippeo for

*

in
*

FIRST CLASS
PRINTING • •

Portrait Photographer

Xizw dype.

Best 3nks.

Hero presses.

finest paper.

Catalogues,
Envelopes,
Statements,

«

Briefs,

Drafts,
Notes,

Pamphlets,
Circulars,

Main

Business Cards,
Coin Envelopes,
Letter Heads,

Books,

Invitations,

^

besioes publishing

ano neiusicst

brightest

o

Visiting Cards,

Checks,
Posters,
Folders, Etc.

«»»WORK EXECUTED WITH

St.,

Columbia, S. C.

Note Heads,
Bill Heads,

PROriPTNESS©«*f*

For Estimates Address

THE STATE COMPANY,

—

i

^ ^« ^- ^•

^ ^v ^^ ^^^^^'

Columbia, S C.

High Art Clothing
For

Men,
Youths
and

Boys.

J.

M.

VAN METRE,

• • • •

GENTS' FURNISHINGS,

HATS, SHOES,

TRUNKS and VALISES.
OUR MOTTO:
The Best Goods at the
Lowest Price.

FURNITURE,

M. L. KINARD,
THE OLD RELIABLE CLOTHIER,
COLUMBIA, S. C.

1313 Main Street,

No. 1523 Main Street,

-w*»

ESTABLISHED

1843. «©«*

COLUMBIA,

THE OLD RELIABLE

S.

C

FURNITURE HOUSE
+ + +

-OF-

M. H. BERRY,

FUNERAL DIRECTOR.

Next to Grand Central Hotel,

Keeps constantly on hand the largest assortment
of

Fine

Room

and Medium Goods, Parlor,

and Chamber Suits

at

Lowest

Dining

Prices.

fiifiii§fe«'S«® 8«««s«««^ s«'8ss «««««®se««?
i

:

:

Beautiful
SET w ith
SPARKLING GEMS

T. A.

McCREERY &

"tauvlru
Viiy <^saBnn^,

^7V.l.i

WILL ALWAYS BE FOUND AT

Sylvan Brothers
.

.

Jewe/erS

Dry
*

* 24

main st--

.

anb S\}oc

(Emporium

.

COLUMBIA,

S.

MAY

C,

5,

Lv. Columbia
Ar. Clinton
Ar. Laurens

11.00 a.
12.58 p.

m.

4.30 p.
9.10 p.
10.00 p.

m.

p.m.

1.25

COLUMBIA,

1.45

Our Millinery we guarantee equal

2.10
4.15

6.00
6.30
11.58

Close connections made at Columbia and Laurens to
Maps, Rates or other information, call on or address

H. M.

EMERSON,

all

a.m.
a.m.
a. m.

handle

G.
J. F.

GLOVES,
For

points.

fit

G. P. A.,

CHILDS, Supt.,
LIVINGSTON, S.

in

CORSETS

We

keep

all

FOOTWEAR

in

shapes to

that
•:•

is

is
•:•

new
Our

complete.

are sole agents in Columbia for the "GOLD MEDAL
BLACK GOODS." Every yard guaranteed.

Stanbaxb patterns
Cheapest anb Best.
CTlso

notions anb (Bent's

S

•:•

We

S. C.

Dry (Soaos

,

up-to-date

•:-

•:•

We
KID

A.,

F O R -<^^ssm»=-^

]V[OOF^E

•:

any figure

and

We

^urnisfying

style and workmanship.
most celebrated brands of
and guarantee every pair

DRESS GOODS DEPARTMENT

Columbia,

Cfyectp

to the best

the

keep the best make of

Wilmington, N. C.

W.

PRICES.

in the State in

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Mail Orders Solicited.

jjjg.

(Booos
170 °

ST.,

S.

WE SELL THE BEST GOODS AT POPULAR

m.
m.
m.

SOUTH.
Lv. Laurens
Ar. Clinton
Ar. Columbia

MAIN

1642, 1644 and 1646

1898.

NORTH.

GO TO

(Dooos, ITItllmcry

Columbia, s. c.

COLUMBIA, NEWBERRY AND LAURENS RAILWAY.

5^

CO.

*

Main street Columbia,
-

S. C.

T. A.

McCREERY &

CO.

FOR YOUR WANTS
+TOIUT

UPS.

IN

PERFUMERY AND ALL TOILET

J. L.

BOB BOYD'S DRUG STORE

LADIES' AND GENT'S FURNISHERS

Columbia, S.
C. H.

CAROLINA HOTEL,

^

LARGEST COMBINATION HOUSE
IN THE STATE.

HEADQUARTERS.

ROCK HILU

&Co.,

RUSHES*
(£,

IS

Mimnaugh

BALDWIN

<£•

C

SON,

FANCY GROCERS,

S. C.

COLUMBIA,

S. C.

SPECIAL PRICES TO COLLEGES^gssss^^

™e ROCK HILL HERALD,

Post Office Block
Candy Factory x^^HBB

Published

7"*"-^

Semi- Weekly

gg

T. K.

BY

FEAGAN,

Proprietor,

1727

Main

Street,

COLUMBIA,

Only Secular Paper

S. C.

Good Local

Circulation.

in

J. J.

HULL.

the City of Rock

Hill.

Special attention to matters of news
pertaining to Winthrop College.

A. E.

SMITH

6c

CO.,

(Scncral 21tcrcf)ants.

SPECIALTIES:

(Dux patvons

Say

DRESS GOODS,

^tZZHJJIBB"*—^

SILKS, RIBBONS,
LACES, VEILINGS, EMBROIDERIES,
WHITE GOODS, GLOVES, LADIES' FOOTWEAR,
HOSIERY and LADIES' NECKWEAR.

and we number them by thousands. "That the STIEFF PIANO, for
power of tone, easy touch and perfect adjustment is not excelled;" and "for sweet and perfect action it has no equal."
and "for its simple, novel, amusing- and instructive intonation
of sweet sounds it has no rival," and "it has no superior in tone
and quality," and "if you want the BEST get the STIEFF PIANO,
for it is the sweetest in sympathetic tone and prompt in responsive touch."

special CtttenitOTt

Write for catalogue to CHAS. M. STIEFF, Baltimore, Md.;
or to BRANCH WAREROOM, Charlotte, N. C.

MAIN

ST.,

DESIGNER
$. <£. 23robte

fc

*

AND

MAKER

fc

£eabtrtg ^croclcr,

Hock
I

SOLICIT YOUR

QiII,

<£>ix>ert

Htatl (Dtbers.

ROCK

HILL,

S. C.

SOCIETY
PINS,

OF

MEDALS,

RINGS,

ETC., ETC.

S. <L
11

JOHN STREET,

NEW YORK.

PATRONAGE.
Design plates sent on request

£orresponbertce 3nt>tteb.

mam

.

I

UutflllMtfiMIIMttiid

"^^"t"™***^^"*™**^

-

^^-

.

